
@cyclone_alyssa Sounds good! RT @teacher6th: #titletalk Iowa teachers/ 
librarians/ readers let's have a tweetup in July 
 
Mon May 30 01:15:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75007281372217344 - #1 
tweet details

@teacher6th @BookGirlStacey I would love to connect #titletalk 
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Mon May 30 01:14:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75007253383626752 - #2 
tweet details

@cyclone_alyssa RT @teacher6th: #titletalk Iowa teachers/ librarians/ readers let's 
have a tweetup in July 
 
Mon May 30 01:14:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75007195519000577 - #3 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey #titletalk Any 6th grade teachers? Would love to follow you and 
exchange ideas! 
 
Mon May 30 01:13:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75006948961042432 - #4 
tweet details

@scsdmedia RT @erniec: Sounds grt! RT @teacher6th: #titletalk Iowa teachers/ 
librarians/ readers let's have a tweetup in July #iowatl 
 
Mon May 30 01:12:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75006529799077888 - #5 
tweet details

@utalaniz @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins: So happy I found another great chat! 
Thanks for all you did to coordinate! I have learned so much. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:09:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75005910887579648 - #6 
tweet details

@katsok Thanks for another fabulous #titletalk @donalynbooks @paulwhankins. 
My wine is poured, dinner is ready, & I'm ready to read archives. 
 
Mon May 30 01:09:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75005825021771777 - #7 
tweet details

@teacher6th “@alybee930: Thanks @donalynbooks & @paulwhankins for hosting 
another great #titletalk” thanks! 
 
Mon May 30 01:07:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75005476206678016 - #8 
tweet details

@JudyArzt @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Thanks, Paul. This was my first time 
on #titletalk, and it won't be my last; really enjoyed the chat. 
 
Mon May 30 01:07:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75005471173509120 - #9 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey #TitleTalk I have to reward myself for doing chores with reading. 
All I want to do is sit and read all day! Great for me- bad for house! 
 
Mon May 30 01:07:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75005379561533440 - #10 
tweet details

@erniec Sounds grt! RT @teacher6th: #titletalk Iowa teachers/ librarians/ readers 
let's have a tweetup in July #iowatl 
 
Mon May 30 01:07:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75005357000364033 - #11 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @donalynbooks And thanks for mentioning tweet chat. MUCH 
easier to follow #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:07:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75005274506792960 - #12 
tweet details

@alybee930 Thanks @donalynbooks & @paulwhankins for hosting another great 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:06:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75005093027647488 - #13 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @donalynbooks Are you giving up some sleeping? There never 
seems to be enough time, but I'll never stop trying to read it all ;0) #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:05:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004960944816128 - #14 
tweet details

@JudyArzt #titletalk This summer, follow on Twitter writers. More and more are on 
Twitter. (esp. YA ones). 
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Mon May 30 01:05:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004928808075265 - #15 
tweet details

@kinnick72 YES! RT @teacher6th: #titletalk Iowa teachers/ librarians/ readers let's 
have a tweetup in July 
 
Mon May 30 01:04:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004731784822784 - #16 
tweet details

@teacher6th #titletalk Iowa teachers/ librarians/ readers let's have a tweetup in July 
 
Mon May 30 01:04:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004596669521920 - #17 
tweet details

@donalynbooks THank you for joining us tonight! I have added scores of books 
and ideas to my summer plans. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:04:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004578172637184 - #18 
tweet details

@mtechman RT @ProfessorNana: #TitleTalk thanks @donalynbooks and 
@paulwhankins for a lively time 
 
Mon May 30 01:04:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004579334463488 - #19 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @JudyArzt We have a #TitleTalk Wiki. Archived threads back to 
August 2010. We'll post a link shortly (or @donalynbooks will). 
 
Mon May 30 01:04:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004572153823232 - #20 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr Great #titletalk tonight. Can't wait for the next one! 
 
Mon May 30 01:03:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004489026899969 - #21 
tweet details

@clix @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins is there a topic for next month yet? :) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:03:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004486837485568 - #22 
tweet details

@cindypon really enjoyed thriller & debut Variant @robisonwells and loving You 
Against me by jenny downham. both #bea11 arcs. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:03:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004465081622528 - #23 
tweet details

@infodivabronx @PaulWHankins *applause* #titleTalk Thanks Paul 
 
Mon May 30 01:03:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004426078789632 - #24 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey I finally figured out how to join the conversation! Great #titletalk 
tonight! 
 
Mon May 30 01:03:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004412749291521 - #25 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @donalynbooks As always, fabulous collaboration- 
@paulwhankins - you two are fabulous resources & wonderful colleagues #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:03:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004391127658496 - #26 
tweet details

@Komos72 Thanks for all of the great suggestions! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:03:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004350384181248 - #27 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins thanks for another great #titletalk, 
looking forward to reading the transcript on the wiki 
 
Mon May 30 01:03:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004309938503680 - #28 
tweet details
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@karenterlecky Thanks so much to everyone and esp @donalynbooks and 
@PaulWHankins for hosting!! Great #titletalk !!! 
 
Mon May 30 01:03:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004306197184512 - #29 
tweet details

@clix @carvteach oh YES! On Writing is AWESOME! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:03:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004292901257216 - #30 
tweet details

@JudyArzt #titletalk Will this great chat be archived? If so, where? Thanks. 
 
Mon May 30 01:03:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004280377061376 - #31 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Thanks, everyone for another super #TitleTalk. I use the next half 
hour -hour to go through the thread. So much good stuff here. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:03:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004265533407233 - #32 
tweet details

@clix @PaulWHankins great qs, thanks! :D good conversations. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:03:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004245056815105 - #33 
tweet details

@leakelley Thanks everyone for the great chat. Enjoy the rest of the year! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:03:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004247342714880 - #34 
tweet details

@carvteach #titletalk and On Writing A Memoir of the Craft by STephen King for the 
National Writing Project of VT 
 
Mon May 30 01:02:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004156892553217 - #35 
tweet details

@clix thanks so much! @donalynbooks #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:02:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004121945604096 - #36 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Thanks for a fantastic #titletalk! 
 
Mon May 30 01:02:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004070443761664 - #37 
tweet details

@litnlearn @ProfessorNana I love Dragon Dictation too. Amazingly powerful and 
free! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:02:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004067595816960 - #38 
tweet details

@carvteach #titletalk Upset I missed tonight's talk, going to have to rely on archives 
AGAIN! As for PD - I'll be reading Bird by Bird by Anne Lamott 
 
Mon May 30 01:02:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004064114552832 - #39 
tweet details

@litnlearn @ProfessorNana I love Dragon Dictation too. Amazingly powerful and 
free! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:02:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004067595816960 - #40 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #TitleTalk thanks @donalynbooks and @paulwhankins for a lively 
time 
 
Mon May 30 01:02:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004048943751168 - #41 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #TitleTalk thanks @donalynbooks and @paulwhankins for a lively 
time 
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Mon May 30 01:02:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004048943751168 - #42 
tweet details

@mindi_r Thanks everyone for a great evening. Back to work for me! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:02:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004034922196993 - #43 
tweet details

@mindi_r Thanks everyone for a great evening. Back to work for me! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:02:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004034922196993 - #44 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Writing Toward Home and Falling Down the 
Page should be on that list, Donalyn. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:02:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004033949122561 - #45 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Writing Toward Home and Falling Down the 
Page should be on that list, Donalyn. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:02:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004033949122561 - #46 
tweet details

@Komos72 I have a big list going, too! @alybee930: Can't get through a #titletalk 
without at least adding several books to my TBR list. Love it. 
 
Mon May 30 01:02:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004023660494849 - #47 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @donalynbooks you are very welcome #titletalk, just help me to not 
get to giddy when she walks into the room :) 
 
Mon May 30 01:02:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75004019529097217 - #48 
tweet details

@clix @PaulWHankins title? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:02:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003996175216640 - #49 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I will post the archive shortly. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:01:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003992094150656 - #50 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Well, it's 8 pm CST and the end of #titletalk for another month. I 
hope you all have a wonderful end to your school year. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:01:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003927904530433 - #51 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks I just read Ralph Fletcher's new YA (out in 
November). It's good to see him writing for the young adult audience. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:01:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003878432706562 - #52 
tweet details

@leakelley @JJMangler Thanks for the tip! Brand new development, so every bit 
helps. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:01:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003843020206080 - #53 
tweet details

@infodivabronx #titleTalk I highly recommend The bully, the bullied and the 
bystander by Barbara Coloroso 
 
Mon May 30 01:01:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003834639990784 - #54 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @katsok @donalynbooks @JudyArzt I agree; always good to 
check in/reflect to see how we've done #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:01:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003832572182529 - #55 
tweet details
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@clix @WizardOzTeacher See what's available at B&N. Go with a pencil & 
notebook... >;) #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:01:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003781791748096 - #56 
tweet details

@Philip_Cummings Multitasking: favoriting #titletalk titles to explore later & trying 
to watch Redbirds. I hope they don't hit a foul ball my way! 
 
Mon May 30 01:01:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003773193420801 - #57 
geo info: Point - lat = 35.143228 - long = -90.048012 
tweet details

@alybee930 Can't get through a #titletalk without at least adding several books to 
my TBR list. Love it. 
 
Mon May 30 01:01:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003764356030464 - #58 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @katsok @donalynbooks @JudyArzt fantastic idea! I'm in for mid-
summer PD chat! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:01:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003751445962752 - #59 
tweet details

@JudyArzt @PaulWHankins @WizardOzTeacher Wow Paul, how do you get the 
authors to join the Nng? Been using Ning for 2 years. Love it. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:01:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003741245423617 - #60 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @mindi_r excellent news!!!!!! I'll fast for the days leading up to 
#allwrite, #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:00:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003731254587392 - #61 
tweet details

@erniec YES!RT @donalynbooks: Let's do it! RT @JudyArzt: #titletalk What about 
a chat over the summer to catch up on PD accomplished? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:00:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003706654986240 - #62 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @TonyKeefer Adding Georgia Heard titles to my list. Thanks for 
the reminder! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:00:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003668457459712 - #63 
tweet details

@kinnick72 Completely dazed and in love with ECN. Overwhelmed w/ how great 
my PLN is. Love #titletalk! 
 
Mon May 30 01:00:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003656965062656 - #64 
tweet details

@clix @mindi_r @TonyKeefer darnit, now I'm hungry ;) #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:00:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003603454132224 - #65 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher I don't know how to break it to my husband that the 20 tabs I 
have open are all books I'm planning on buying for summer PD. lol #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:00:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003603936493568 - #66 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Thanks for great convo y'all!Off for movie night w/ my boys :) To 
those winding up schl yrs- good luck! For those done- #jealous! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 01:00:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003503910715392 - #67 
tweet details

@mindi_r @TonyKeefer No, but I should! Perhaps I'll bake some goodies to bring to 
#AllWrite this summer! #titletalk 
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Mon May 30 00:59:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003483249586176 - #68 
tweet details

@JJMangler @leakelley If you're looking for Soc St help the #sschat is awesome! 
They've set up a very helpful Ning to connect teachers. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:59:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003467965542400 - #69 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks @JudyArzt Love the idea of a mid-summer PD chat. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:59:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003467441242112 - #70 
tweet details

@JudyArzt #titletalk Try: Lost Art of Reading: Why Books Matter in a Distracted 
Time by David L. Ulin http://www.bookforum.com/review/6603 
 
Mon May 30 00:59:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003454715731968 - #71 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PaulWHankins Hmm. Actually have his email... #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:59:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003438433435648 - #72 
tweet details

@clix Awwww! thx all! I feel so loved :D #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:59:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003431156318208 - #73 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @mindi_r talk about multitasking, are you baking too? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:59:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003346360078336 - #74 
tweet details

@mooredcm @clix @leakelley Patrick Allen wrote Conferring #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:59:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003311425716224 - #75 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Let's do it! RT @JudyArzt: #titletalk What about a chat over the 
summer to catch up on PD accomplished? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:59:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003284372471808 - #76 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Someone mention to Ralph Fletcher that we hand sold at least ten 
copies of Pyrotechnics at #TitleTalk tonight (wink). If you see him first. 
 
Mon May 30 00:59:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003242697854976 - #77 
tweet details

@mindi_r Got a total of four portfolios graded during #titletalk. Will be a long night 
for me. Thanks for great convo! 
 
Mon May 30 00:58:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003200742244353 - #78 
tweet details

@mrswp93 “@mcrainwater: Book recommendation: Readicide by Kelly 
Gallagher...lots of of good ideas! #titletalk” I'll 2nd that--changed my teaching! 
 
Mon May 30 00:58:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003150049886208 - #79 
tweet details

@RdngTeach My personal summer reading- lots of YA lit, but also want to reread 
Outlander series!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:58:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003144253341696 - #80 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @clix @leakelley patrickallen ( @ColoReader ) #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:58:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003116646440960 - #81 
tweet details
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@clix @donalynbooks yes! it looks FANTASTIC. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:58:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003098287980545 - #82 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: @clix Fresh Take on Literary Elements by 
Wilhelm and Smith. I used it this year w/ my classes. Great stuff. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:58:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003044143706112 - #83 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @clix @leakelley Patrick Allen (@coloreader) wrote Conferring. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:58:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003035029471232 - #84 
tweet details

@clix & of course lots & LOTS of YA to see what I need to add to my 
@donorschoose wishlist! :D #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:58:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75003030914875392 - #85 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @KateMessner Pyrotechnics on the Page should be on Reading 
Ladder (@ProfessorNana) with RR, Kate. Both super connector resources. 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:57:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002963923447808 - #86 
tweet details

@debrobl @KateMessner @PaulWHankins Loved Pyrotechnics! Will have you 
falling in love with words! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:57:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002951495712770 - #87 
tweet details

@teacher6th “@KateMessner: @PaulWHankins Pyrotechnics on the Page is on my 
list for this summer. #titletalk” mine 2 
 
Mon May 30 00:57:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002947414659072 - #88 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @clix Fresh Take on Literary Elements by Wilhelm and Smith. I 
used it this year w/ my classes. Great stuff. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:57:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002940267560960 - #89 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer because of #allwrite, I am planninf to reread most of the complete 
library of Georgia Heard #fanboy #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:57:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002930981376000 - #90 
tweet details

@mindi_r @clix Patrick Allen @ColoReader #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:57:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002906423726081 - #91 
tweet details

@mtechman RT @RdngTeach: Good idea! RT @JudyArzt: #titletalk What about a 
chat over the summer to catch up on PD accomplished? 
 
Mon May 30 00:57:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002875830472704 - #92 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @VickiHall: @donalynbooks Pam Allyn's Books for Boys 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:57:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002853172842496 - #93 
tweet details

@VickiHall @donalynbooks Pam Allyn's Books for Boys #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:57:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002813922557952 - #94 
tweet details
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@clix @leakelley who wrote Conferring? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:57:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002791160061952 - #95 
tweet details

@malmartintx catching readers #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:57:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002786454048768 - #96 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks @TonyKeefer @PaulWHankins Just added Pyrotechnics 
as well. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:57:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002775725015040 - #97 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @BookGirlStacey love how aimee buckner writes!! Will be a reread 
for me also! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:56:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002651204521985 - #98 
tweet details

@gregorywalters I still love Nancie Atwell's Lessons that Change Writers. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:56:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002649119948800 - #99 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Good idea! RT @JudyArzt: #titletalk What about a chat over the 
summer to catch up on PD accomplished? 
 
Mon May 30 00:56:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002640160915456 - #100 
tweet details

@leakelley Currently reading Conferring, then Deeper Reading. Just got assigned 
social studies also next year, so need to think about that. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:56:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002641352097792 - #101 
tweet details

@mooredcm #TitleTalk Lots of great suggestions tonight. Glad I stopped by! Thank 
you! 
 
Mon May 30 00:56:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002637329776641 - #102 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher RT @JudyArzt: #titletalk What about a chat over the summer 
to catch up on PD accomplished? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:56:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002630983778305 - #103 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @JudyArzt @WizardOzTeacher I have hosted a classroom Ning 
for three years now. We have over 90 YA authors on site with us. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:56:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002592861765633 - #104 
tweet details

@clix Also got Summarization in Any Subject (IIRC) this yr & haven't done much 
with it. YET. Mwahahhaa! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:56:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002568887123968 - #105 
tweet details

@mtechman @malmartintx like this one on presentations a lot 
http://amzn.to/jtTMT1 #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:56:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002550318931968 - #106 
tweet details

@mindi_r @donalynbooks I have to read that one for my grade level learning team 
this summer. Looks great & Ellin et al are awesome #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:56:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002534762266624 - #107 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @TonyKeefer @PaulWHankins Adding Pyrotechnics on the Page! 
#titletalk 
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Mon May 30 00:56:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002517141987328 - #108 
tweet details

@JudyArzt #titletalk What about a chat over the summer to catch up on PD 
accomplished? 
 
Mon May 30 00:56:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002515422330880 - #109 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Hoping to re-read some professional texts this summer and rethink. 
Haven't chosen titles yet. Figure #Allwrite might influence! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:56:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002488331317248 - #110 
tweet details

@clix Michael Smith has a new book out with someone about ... elements of 
literature? help w title??? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:55:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002451408859137 - #111 
tweet details

@nancyremmert @donalynbooks who is the author? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:55:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002430793850880 - #112 
tweet details

@mcrainwater @erniec Agreed, I introduced pres zen to students this year. It was a 
bit of a struggle, but I think it's good to start early. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:55:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002387340857344 - #113 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher I have been reading The 360 Degree Leader by John 
Maxwell.It's been a great help working with change resistant admin/coworkers 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:55:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002385889640448 - #114 
tweet details

@clix @ProfessorNana ooooooooooo :D #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:55:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002366390321152 - #115 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @PaulWHankins thanks for reminding us about Pyrotechnics on the 
Page, there goes another $25 #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:55:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002339370598400 - #116 
tweet details

@KateMessner @PaulWHankins Pyrotechnics on the Page is on my list for this 
summer. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:55:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002332722638848 - #117 
tweet details

@gregorywalters @nancyremmert @donalynbooks Yes, Richard Allington is 
always good to read to challenge our practice. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:55:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002303115051008 - #118 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana @clix for reader response and annotating text it is excellent 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:55:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002276439265280 - #119 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey #TitleTalk Notebook Connections. Hoping to get deeper thoughts 
and more consistency out of my Reader's notebooks next year. 
 
Mon May 30 00:55:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002267811594241 - #120 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler On the same page: shared reading beyond the primary grades by 
J Allen is another good one #titletalk 
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Mon May 30 00:54:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002195891851265 - #121 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler On the same page: shared reading beyond the primary grades by 
J Allen is another good one #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:54:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002195891851265 - #122 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I'm planning to read Comprehension: Going Forward. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:54:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002158772260864 - #123 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I'm planning to read Comprehension: Going Forward. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:54:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002158772260864 - #124 
tweet details

@clix @ProfessorNana Ooo! I've never worked with Dragon but always thought it 
sounded cool. Is it as awesome as it seems? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:54:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002124831965185 - #125 
tweet details

@JudyArzt @WizardOzTeacher @PaulWHankins Yes, try the EC Ning, but also 
think about using Ning w/ students if your school permits. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:54:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002105689153536 - #126 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins If you haven't seen Pyrotechnics on the Page or Spilling Ink, 
these are two favorites of mine for elem/MG. I use in secondary. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:54:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002100672774146 - #127 
tweet details

@CBethM Uh oh. #fancyphone is dying. :( Almost made it thru #titletalk! Thank you 
again for great discussion! 
 
Mon May 30 00:54:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002091562733568 - #128 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @MWLibraryDiva: @leakelley You might like Igniting a 
Passion for Reading by Stephen Layne. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:54:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002070377299968 - #129 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @malmartintx i loved presentaion zen - it helped me rethink 
presentations and made them more visual #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:54:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002059258204160 - #130 
tweet details

@mcrainwater @clix Didn't know about Deeper Reading....I'll have to check it out. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:54:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002043433103360 - #131 
tweet details

@JJMangler @ProfessorNana Just learned about this app and tried w/ a student. 
Worked great. Thinking about how to use regularly next yr. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:54:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002029889687552 - #132 
tweet details

@erniec @malmartintx Presentation Zen is a must read if you are getting in front of 
an audience #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:54:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75002000877686784 - #133 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva @leakelley You might like Igniting a Passion for Reading by 
Stephen Layne. #titletalk 
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Mon May 30 00:54:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001996121350144 - #134 
tweet details

@leakelley @ProfessorNana @leakelley No, I love you! Listened to Chaos Walking 
after you mentioned it at #titletalk. Loved it! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:54:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001992812036097 - #135 
tweet details

@mtechman RT @Komos72: Beyond Leveled Books by @frankisibberson #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:53:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001927351533568 - #136 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @PaulWHankins @kinnick72 I concur @ecning is a fabulous PD 
resource. I' e participated in many Prof bk discussions there #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:53:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001908938551297 - #137 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey @PaulWHankins #titletalk do you use it at school or assign for 
home? Computer lab at my school shared by 600+ students. 
 
Mon May 30 00:53:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001837912203264 - #138 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @Komos72: Beyond Leveled Books by @frankisibberson 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:53:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001817385287681 - #139 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher RT @mcrainwater: Book recommendation: Readicide by Kelly 
Gallagher...lots of of good ideas! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:53:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001764335730689 - #140 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @Komos72: Beyond Leveled Books by @frankisibberson 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:53:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001737018228736 - #141 
tweet details

@clix @mcrainwater I prefer Deeper Reading to Readicide. Both great tho. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:52:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001704235548672 - #142 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @paulwhankins OMG. How have I not known about this place???? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:52:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001693724610560 - #143 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher @leakelley All AWESOME books!! I have been begging our 
admin to read them. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:52:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001686577524736 - #144 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk Dragon Dictation is my new obsession 
 
Mon May 30 00:52:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001676494422016 - #145 
tweet details

@Komos72 Beyond Leveled Books by @frankisibberson #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:52:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001662703550464 - #146 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @JJMangler Ooh, learning to use Evernote is on my PD to-do 
list for the summer, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:52:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001632169005058 - #147 
tweet details
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@mtechman @erniec great to hear! congratulations and it's on my to-buy list! 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:52:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001625927884800 - #148 
tweet details

@debrobl @WizardOzTeacher Thanks! Will check it out! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:52:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001622203351040 - #149 
tweet details

@clix Will be working hard on unit plans at 
http://ubdeducators.wikispaces.com/clixlessons #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:52:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001612518690816 - #150 
tweet details

@CBethM @JudyArzt @JJMangler @PaulWHankins Evernote is a fantastic tool. 
Incredibly useful!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:52:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001566641397761 - #151 
tweet details

@mcrainwater Book recommendation: Readicide by Kelly Gallagher...lots of of 
good ideas! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:52:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001535523864577 - #152 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher @PaulWHankins I just would love to check out EC 
Ning...sadly, I have never done Ning. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:52:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001529425334272 - #153 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @BookGirlStacey @LiveBinders's an application allows the user 
to create a virtual binder of sites. Tabs/subtabs. Like a binder. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:52:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001530159333376 - #154 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana @leakelley Love you! Thanks. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:52:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001524312473600 - #155 
tweet details

@JJMangler @JudyArzt I freely admit I am an EverNote addict. I discovered it this 
year and love, love, love it :-) #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:51:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001434403389440 - #156 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @JudyArzt @JJMangler @PaulWHankins amen to evernote and 
dropbox too, couldn't live w/out them #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:51:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001417299009537 - #157 
tweet details

@malmartintx would like some ideas on books with "presentation" ideas. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:51:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001418934792193 - #158 
tweet details

@leakelley I got the school to buy our MS LA/Rdg teachers Book Whisperer, 
Readicide, and Reading Ladders for the summer. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:51:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001419949813761 - #159 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana @erniec looking forward to the ALA book #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:51:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001400387571715 - #160 
tweet details
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@clix @erniec gratz! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:51:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001394809143296 - #161 
tweet details

@feministteacher @PaulWHankins Our librarian @lrei_lib has faculty do summer 
#TitleTalk; here's mine #girlslikeus @rachelgems : http://youtu.be/KAcXYQCtckA 
 
Mon May 30 00:51:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001383169957888 - #162 
tweet details

@nancyremmert @donalynbooks Allington What Really Matters in RTI #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:51:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001376161284097 - #163 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @karenterlecky OK! Thanks! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:51:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001327016607744 - #164 
tweet details

@erniec I also have a book project under development with ALA (American library 
association) editions - wish me luck! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:51:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001312663703553 - #165 
tweet details

@literacydocent @donalynbooks I love LiveBinder! Going to try using it with 
students next year.#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:51:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001292497494016 - #166 
tweet details

@clix @PaulWHankins tysm! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:50:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001218837127169 - #167 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher @BookGirlStacey @debrobl It's similar to a 3 ring binder, but 
all online. www.livebinders.com Feel free to DM me with questions! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:50:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001196078837760 - #168 
tweet details

@clix @kinnick72 Friend me there & upload reading log? We can chat abt GR & 
how to incorporate? :D #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:50:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001190261342208 - #169 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @kinnick72 englishcompanion.ning.com. Go there and I will wave 
you in (I'm one of the administrators for the site). 26K members. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:50:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001182724165632 - #170 
tweet details

@JudyArzt @JJMangler @PaulWHankins Another tool to explore this summer is 
Evernote. Love it! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:50:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001176105549825 - #171 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @judyarzt Then have them tweet about what they've learned. We can 
all learn from each other about how best to use it! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:50:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001111072870401 - #172 
tweet details

@clix @kinnick72 ZOMG! http://englishcompanion.ning.com/ It is awesome. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:50:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001098481569792 - #173 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana @karenterlecky yes, they are user friendly #titletalk 
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Mon May 30 00:50:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75001001026920448 - #174 
tweet details

@donalynbooks We have ten minutes left! Any more PD book recommendations? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:49:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000970060365824 - #175 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana @BookGirlStacey www.livebinders.com #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:49:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000954214293504 - #176 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks @ProfessorNana @LiveBinders 
could they be used with 5th graders? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:49:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000931523108864 - #177 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @clix You must be a mutual follow of person you want to DM, 
friend. One of the options listed with follow/unfollow/mention. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:49:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000918831149057 - #178 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer RT @utalaniz: #titletalk: Will continue my class blog over the summer 
to share good books with my students. It will help my writing, too. 
 
Mon May 30 00:49:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000880100937728 - #179 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey Same here. RT @debrobl: @mindi_r @donalynbooks 
@paulwhankins This is the first I have heard of Live Binders. What are they? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:49:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000866876297216 - #180 
tweet details

@JudyArzt @kinnick72 Will let middle school teachers in my Computers in the 
Classrom course know to use GoodReads w/ students. Thanks. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:49:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000827105918977 - #181 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @clix (embarrassed) I have no idea what ECN is... clue me in! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:49:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000827722473472 - #182 
tweet details

@KateMessner @donalynbooks @katsok I think this is why we NEED to write - & 
share w/ students that good writers struggle, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:49:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000827785388032 - #183 
tweet details

@utalaniz #titletalk: Will continue my class blog over the summer to share good 
books with my students. It will help my writing, too. 
 
Mon May 30 00:49:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000759204315137 - #184 
tweet details

@mtechman @erniec you left out loathing (self) #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:49:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000745795141632 - #185 
tweet details

@debrobl @mindi_r @donalynbooks @paulwhankins This is the first I have heard 
of Live Binders. What are they? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:49:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000723951190016 - #186 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks @ProfessorNana 
@LiveBinders I am intrigued by this for use w/my HS students, perhaps even this 
summer #titletalk 
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Mon May 30 00:48:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000695551569920 - #187 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks @KateMessner Wow! How scary but awesome! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:48:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000667839799296 - #188 
tweet details

@JJMangler @PaulWHankins I'm going to have to explore LiveBinders this 
summer. Too many people have been raving for me to ignore! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:48:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000658759131137 - #189 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @MWLibraryDiva @kinnick72 not right now, but if you DM me 
after, will try to get it into googledoc to share sometime this wk #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:48:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000648743141377 - #190 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher @erniec Those are all the things I feel about writing. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:48:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000644800479232 - #191 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @thereadingzone: I will be working on #ARCsFloatOn this 
summer. New website is about to be launched, should make it easier. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:48:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000617726263296 - #192 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks You got it. We have a two-hour drive. I'll have 
you binder. . .umm. . .ing in five minutes. While driving. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:48:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000608230359040 - #193 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @mwlibrarydiva Thanks. I like it to show that there are all kinds of 
writing and that blogging IS going public! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:48:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000579507761152 - #194 
tweet details

@mtechman @donalynbooks livebinders is really easy, nice to see students make 
them #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:48:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000569567264769 - #195 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer Back from a yummy dinner. A good friend rec'd Better by Atul 
Gawande, yes it is not about edu, but has many connections #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:48:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000529624895488 - #196 
tweet details

@katsok @mindi_r @donalynbooks @paulwhankins We can have a meal while you 
teach us! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:48:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000531948548097 - #197 
tweet details

@JudyArzt @karenterlecky Is there a link available to your NCTE blogging 
presentation? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:48:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000482136981504 - #198 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @KateMessner @katsok Completely threw out everything for the 
new book except the introduction two months ago. Better now. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:48:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000480295698432 - #199 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Oh, I will also be working on #ARCsFloatOn this summer. New 
website is about to be launched, should make it easier to conenct #titletalk 
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Mon May 30 00:47:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000461081591808 - #200 
tweet details

@erniec Good to read all your reactions to the act of writing - I share many of them 
(fear, procrastination, quiting) #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:47:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000435236290560 - #201 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks @paulwhankins *Waving my hand* Me too, please! 
Would love to learn about livebinders. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:47:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000431142641665 - #202 
tweet details

@clix ok, help, folks. feeling like an idiot... how to DM???? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:47:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000403376340992 - #203 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks @ProfessorNana My juniors loved 
@LiveBinders. They saw right to the practicality of the application. Excited! 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:47:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000379317817344 - #204 
tweet details

@clix @kinnick72 are you on ECN? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:47:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000349991256064 - #205 
tweet details

@mooredcm @leakelley Never enough time ,,,,, agreed, Good focus idea. Create 
models of specific genres. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:47:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000255246123008 - #206 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva @karenterlecky @kinnick72 Is your presentation posted 
somewhere. I would love to see it. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:47:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000237906866176 - #207 
tweet details

@mindi_r @donalynbooks @paulwhankins I want to learn about LiveBinders, too! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:47:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000232919838720 - #208 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher @donalynbooks @ProfessorNana I used livebinders for 
webquests and IEP goals/objectives...students and parents loved it. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:46:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000204297912321 - #209 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @clix My constant struggle. I like my written reading logs. I want 
GoodReads to do exactly what they do. Need to play. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:46:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000184920227840 - #210 
tweet details

@CBethM @alybee930 Writing partner idea is a good one! I need someone I'm 
accountable to. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:46:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000180381986818 - #211 
tweet details

@KateMessner @katsok Current project is no exception. I've "started" it five times 
now in different points of view. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:46:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000174711287809 - #212 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Hey, @paulwhankins, will you teach me how to use LiveBinders 
during #allwrite? Intimidated by it, but intrigued. #titletalk 
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Mon May 30 00:46:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 75000111436009472 - #213 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk remember I have "older" students but they love it. 
 
Mon May 30 00:46:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999995778088960 - #214 
tweet details

@clix @kinnick72 keeping on top of things is always a challenge ;D #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:46:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999974311636993 - #215 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @judyarzt I have grades 6-8... hoping 2 use it w/ them. Bet certain 
elem. students could handle it w/ have access & e-mails. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:46:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999969219747840 - #216 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk I did examples of all assignments 
and loaded them in to a Live Binder for summer classes. plan to do sam ... 
 
Mon May 30 00:45:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999947275157504 - #217 
tweet details

@katsok @KateMessner Thanks for sharing that, it helps. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:45:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999932553150465 - #218 
tweet details

@mtechman @alybee930 favoriting (word?) tht tweet, would lv to hv a nag/support 
buddy for an NF project #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:45:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999922797182976 - #219 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey #titletalk I would like to start a blog. Also planning to introduce 
students to goodreads this summer and next school year. 
 
Mon May 30 00:45:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999895660052480 - #220 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @ProfessorNana Did you like using the LiveBinders? How did 
students respond to it? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:45:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999892287815680 - #221 
tweet details

@debrobl @mooredcm I hear ya! I think that's a perfect plan! Good luck! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:45:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999856627843072 - #222 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @MWLibraryDiva @kinnick72 actually did ncte pres on how 
blogging improved my life as writing tchr & improved stud writing also :) #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:45:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999847463297024 - #223 
tweet details

@JudyArzt @erniec This summer blog about reading is a good idea. How will you 
get students engaged? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:45:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999843726180352 - #224 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads RT @KateMessner: Idea: Try writing the thing you're afraid you 
may not be able to write.Is this not what we ask of kids in class? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:45:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999792597610496 - #225 
tweet details

@Komos72 LOVED the EdCamp I attended! Highly recommend. @JudyArzt: What 
about attending EdCamps over the summer? #titletalk #edcampchicago 
 
Mon May 30 00:45:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999728479281152 - #226 
tweet details
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@ProfessorNana #titletalk I did examples of all assignments and loaded them in to 
a Live Binder for summer classes. plan to do same for fall. 
 
Mon May 30 00:45:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999722917625856 - #227 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @clix Setting up GoodReads shelves w/ the different genres. I also 
want to organize groups w/ classes so I can keep on top of it. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:44:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999667477323776 - #228 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @KateMessner Not trying to be Bob Wiley, but your new book is 
"going to do a lot of good for people. I'm walking proof of that." #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:44:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999640570859520 - #229 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @alybee930 I'm up for partnering. My first book is definitely non-
fiction. We may have something here... #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:44:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999623214833664 - #230 
tweet details

@clix @MWLibraryDiva @kinnick72 I like the IDEA of showing my writing to my 
students, but I can't imagine showing them anything HONEST. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:44:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999576939077632 - #231 
tweet details

@leakelley I also need to write something in all the genres that I ask my students to 
do, since I never have time during the school year. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:44:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999580135141376 - #232 
tweet details

@Peter_Gutierrez RT @MrSchuReads: #titletalk I'm co-hosting a summer program 
with @shannonmmiller http://t.co/7IKbhjo 
 
Mon May 30 00:44:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999568617582593 - #233 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana @donalynbooks Nope, but we ARE!!! She is excited. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:44:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999556177281024 - #234 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher Im going to create PD on Twitter Edmodo and blogs (the 3 I'm 
most familiar with) and see if my Supt. will let me present to staff #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:44:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999531598643201 - #235 
tweet details

@donalynbooks If you are seriously interested in joining a PD critical writing group, 
send me a DM. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:44:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999525818908672 - #236 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @KateMessner: Idea: Try writing the thing you're afraid you may 
not be able to write.Is this not what we ask of kids in class? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:43:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999388816162816 - #237 
tweet details

@JudyArzt What about attending EdCamps over the summer? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:43:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999316225343488 - #238 
tweet details

@mooredcm #TitleTalk I would be happy if I could just get myself to write 15 
minutes a day... more discipline on my part needed 
 
Mon May 30 00:43:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999299825598466 - #239 
tweet details
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@MWLibraryDiva @kinnick72 I like your plan to blog as a model of what writing 
looks like for your students. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:43:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999279139295232 - #240 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @mtechman I will contact them asap! Thanks for saying you would 
book me *blush* #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:43:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999280129150976 - #241 
tweet details

@debrobl Plan is to write each day. If I can do that, it will be a great 
accomplishment. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:43:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999272218689537 - #242 
tweet details

@carwilc @donalynbooks Me too!!!! I would love to be accountable for getting some 
writing done #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:43:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999263679086592 - #243 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Did @professornana mention that we are presenting together this 
summer? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:43:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999260424310784 - #244 
tweet details

@CBethM Count me in!!! RT @donalynbooks: We should start a PD crit group. I 
need some accountability! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:43:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999255361781760 - #245 
tweet details

@alybee930 I need to find a writing partner. I give up way too easily. Need to 
consider non-fiction writing. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:42:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999207148261377 - #246 
tweet details

@Polking Hope to eat my own dog food, as it were: write some of the papers I 
assign for college composition #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:42:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999201653723136 - #247 
tweet details

@KateMessner @katsok Honestly? Every book I start writing terrifies me. I struggle 
through drafts & then love revising. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:42:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999182439616512 - #248 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I found a six tape series of The Power of Myth by Bill 
Moyers/Joseph Campbell. Where's my cassette player? Good summer PD. 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:42:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999184947810304 - #249 
tweet details

@malmartintx RT @KateMessner: Idea: Try writing the thing you're afraid you may 
not be able to write.Is this not what we ask of kids in class? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:42:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999184876515328 - #250 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Count me in! RT @donalynbooks: We should start a PD crit group. I 
need some accountability! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:42:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999109827833856 - #251 
tweet details

@mtechman @RdngTeach how about offering to do preso at local Public Library? 
#TitleTalk (I'd hv booked you when I was a children's librarian) 
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Mon May 30 00:42:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999087933558784 - #252 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PaulWHankins You are a great friend to me-- critical and 
otherwise! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:42:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999055712923649 - #253 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk Laurie Halse Anderson usually does a 
writing thing in summer too 
 
Mon May 30 00:42:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999027644645376 - #254 
tweet details

@erniec blogging throughout the summer for my 5th & 6th grade students, teachers 
and parents HTTP://prairiecreeklibrary.blogspot.com #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:42:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74999018937257984 - #255 
tweet details

@katsok @mindi_r @donalynbooks I'd join too! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:42:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998992886444032 - #256 
tweet details

@clix @JudyArzt @kinnick72 If they've got computer access, I'd think so. You might 
want to walk them through setting up shelves? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:42:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998975442333696 - #257 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr RT @KateMessner: Idea: Try writing the thing you're afraid you 
may not be able to write.Is this not what we ask of kids in class? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:42:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998976067276800 - #258 
tweet details

@katsok @KateMessner This is key - I'm scared to death of trying this book but I'll 
never know until I try. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:41:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998949919981568 - #259 
tweet details

@malmartintx going to try out some genres that we are asking our elementary 
students to write to have more insite into the thinking in genres. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:41:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998918877954048 - #260 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @KateMessner: Idea: Try writing the thing you're afraid you 
may not be able to write.Is this not what we ask of kids in class? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:41:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998882966323201 - #261 
tweet details

@JudyArzt @InfoWitch What grade level do you ue GoodReads with? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:41:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998873042587648 - #262 
tweet details

@mindi_r @donalynbooks I would join that group. Would also MAKE me write all of 
this stuff I've got in my head. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:41:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998836271124480 - #263 
tweet details

@kinnick72 I plan to blog. It's important for me 2 walk the talk, show kids I write 
often & regularly... & that I go public w/ that writing! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:41:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998837785280512 - #264 
tweet details

@infodivabronx Try again.> RT @FoodieBooklvr: Well, I tried writing a novel last 
summer but that was a fail. Maybe I will resurrect that dream. #titletalk 
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Mon May 30 00:41:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998824225091585 - #265 
tweet details

@clix @msstewart I'm counting my FB updates as "Writing" ;D #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:41:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998795296976896 - #266 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks You need someone who can maintain a focused 
conversation re: accountability. Our conversations are non-linear. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:41:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998792562290688 - #267 
tweet details

@geceosan RT @thereadingzone: @mtechman Yup! http://bit.ly/jo6IJ5 Camp 
NaNoWriMo was just announced! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:41:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998759783796737 - #268 
tweet details

@katsok @RdngTeach I'd love that! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:41:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998739802144769 - #269 
tweet details

@mtechman @PaulWHankins fling that hat! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:41:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998727252787200 - #270 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @KateMessner: Idea: Try writing the thing youre afraid you 
may not be able to write.Is this not what we ask of kids in class? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:41:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998721712095232 - #271 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @donalynbooks: RT @thereadingzone: http://bit.ly/jo6IJ5 Camp 
NaNoWriMo was just announced! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:41:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998718662836224 - #272 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read I like that idea @donalynbooks! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:40:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998696923758592 - #273 
tweet details

@JudyArzt @clix @kinnick72 Thniks for reply. Would use GR with older students, 
but what about elementary school ones? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:40:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998677894201344 - #274 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @donalynbooks haha, me too! I like this idea of a PD crit group! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:40:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998656083824640 - #275 
tweet details

@mtechman @infodivabronx I've been writing more for Buffy's than I hv for mine ; ) 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:40:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998656499064832 - #276 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @thereadingzone: http://bit.ly/jo6IJ5 Camp NaNoWriMo was 
just announced! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:40:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998639910592512 - #277 
tweet details

@KateMessner Idea: Try writing the thing you're afraid you may not be able to 
write.Is this not what we ask of kids in class? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:40:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998630188187648 - #278 
tweet details
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@msstewart @clix FB updates count?! I've been getting mad PD and didn't know 
it ;) #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:40:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998627927457792 - #279 
tweet details

@teacher6th writing plans 4 ths summer- update & stay updated on book review 
blog use 2 add 2 their TBR pile #titletalk http://bit.ly/l6PLpq 
 
Mon May 30 00:40:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998579701358592 - #280 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @mtechman Yup! http://bit.ly/jo6IJ5 Camp NaNoWriMo was just 
announced! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:40:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998504992419840 - #281 
tweet details

@donalynbooks We should start a PD crit group. I need some accountability! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:39:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998425283870720 - #282 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @donalynbooks Good ideas! Thanks! Will look into those. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:39:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998417121755137 - #283 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr Writing plans for the summer? Well, I tried writing a novel last 
summer but that was a fail. Maybe I will resurrect that dream. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:39:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998411568488449 - #284 
tweet details

@katsok @mindi_r So do I. Not even sure where to begin. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:39:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998384888520704 - #285 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk Laurie Halse Anderson usually does a writing thing in 
summer too 
 
Mon May 30 00:39:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998379075211266 - #286 
tweet details

@mooredcm #TitleTalk Need to organize my writing notebook so I can help my 
students understand what a great resource their nb can be! 
 
Mon May 30 00:39:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998360993574914 - #287 
tweet details

@malmartintx going to try to be an otuside observer as i read and write to make it 
more transparent for students. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:39:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998363623391232 - #288 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler Definitely plan to blog more religiously #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:39:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998358325997568 - #289 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read I just need to write more. Add it to my daily rituals #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:39:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998349966745600 - #290 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I'm finally going to put together a poetry collection. Working on YA 
and MG MS. I'd like to throw hat into PD writing as well. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:39:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998331583119360 - #291 
tweet details
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@katsok @RdngTeach Good luck! It is so fun and exciting to think about. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:39:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998328831639553 - #292 
tweet details

@clix I <3 U :) RT @WizardOzTeacher: Im going to write on my blog more. Reading 
comes easier...writing takes more time and focus. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:39:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998314340327424 - #293 
tweet details

@infodivabronx @mtechman Yes! Writing/blogging. #titleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:39:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998316177436672 - #294 
tweet details

@Komos72 Thinking about starting my own blog this summer. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:39:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998310997463040 - #295 
tweet details

@nancyremmert @Polking should be an interesting read. summer book choice for 
my elem. school #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:39:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998273886257152 - #296 
tweet details

@mtechman @thereadingzone had no idea there was summer NaNoWriMo! 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:39:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998271440994304 - #297 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk I also have an idea for a professional book. Need to do some 
research, tho. 
 
Mon May 30 00:39:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998252293980160 - #298 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @paulwhankins through pediatric cancer - it is the book I have to 
write 2/2 #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:39:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998249441853440 - #299 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @katsok Maybe we can cheer each other on through grad school 
and book writing! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:39:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998235567095808 - #300 
tweet details

@feministteacher @PaulWHankins I hope to write about teachers as public 
intellectuals; if anyone wants to be quoted, send me a tweet! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:38:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998193187864576 - #301 
tweet details

@katsok @KateMessner Thanks Kate - nervous to try but excited as well. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:38:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998180017733632 - #302 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher I'm going to write on my blog more. Reading comes 
easier...writing takes more time and focus. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:38:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998164557533184 - #303 
tweet details

@mindi_r Writing plan.. want to expand piece I had in CA English & submit to Ill. 
Read. Counc. Also kicking around idea for other article #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:38:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998160895918081 - #304 
tweet details

@clix I will write status updates on FB! And participate in more #engchat and 
#titletalk 
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Mon May 30 00:38:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998113118597120 - #305 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @katsok Have a book I want 2 write also. Been fermenting for yrs! 
Am trying to get into PhD prgrm. Maybe I'll make it my dissrt #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:38:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998106265104384 - #306 
tweet details

@infodivabronx @PaulWHankins #titleTalk Writing = blogging more 
 
Mon May 30 00:38:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998094214868992 - #307 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @PaulWHankins writing plans for me - 1)get back to blogging 
regularly and 2)write articles. Also planning a day-long workshop #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:38:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998077316018176 - #308 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @PaulWHankins: Here is another question/invitation. Lets talk 
about your WRITING plans for the summer. Super resources here. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:38:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998077617995776 - #309 
tweet details

@KateMessner @katsok If you can give your book project even 30 minutes/day, 
you'll be amazed at how much you can accomplish. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:38:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998041840582656 - #310 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva @PaulWHankins I took a writing class and plan to spend the 
summer just "writing" instead of working on school stuff. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:38:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998033674280960 - #311 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @PaulWHankins do you mean planning for writing, or actual 
writing? Must finish 13 Minutes to Pasadena: our family's journey 1/2 #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:38:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998028951502848 - #312 
tweet details

@Polking @nancyremmert on micro level, appalled by suggestion to give students 
nicknames #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:38:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998030826352641 - #313 
tweet details

@mtechman @RdngTeach thinking, will get back to you....#TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:38:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74998020462215168 - #314 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I have a proposal for Stenhouse that I need to revise and then 
will hopefully send out. After that- fiction writing. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:37:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997951365259264 - #315 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey #titletalk I write a column for the education section of my local 
newspaper. Able to "push" the benefits of reading. 
 
Mon May 30 00:37:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997933354917889 - #316 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk I want to start draft of next book. ideas been brewing for 
while. see if it goes anywhere. 
 
Mon May 30 00:37:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997923385057280 - #317 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @FoodieBooklvr Will do! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:37:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997915336196098 - #318 
tweet details
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@mtechman @PaulWHankins I am going to work more on my blog, make some 
ebks w my betacamp and draw every day #notwritingbutstill #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:37:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997890489126912 - #319 
tweet details

@clix @PaulWHankins Does writing unit plans count? :P Other than that... I *might* 
finish off my Cinderella fanfic. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:37:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997876060729344 - #320 
tweet details

@donalynbooks My writing plans for the summer? I plan to write. More. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:37:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997835103342592 - #321 
tweet details

@leakelley Writing plans: finish the 2 NaNoWriMo novels that are exactly 50,000 
words long, and thus have no ending. Oops. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:37:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997822134566912 - #322 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher @donalynbooks great idea!! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:37:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997812483469312 - #323 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @donalynbooks you'll have to update us on how well the 
intelliscanner works. Been eyeing it myself! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:37:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997804237471744 - #324 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @PaulWHankins I plan to actually write this summer. 
NaNoWriMo is hosting summer version & it's just the kick in the butt I need #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:37:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997794846425088 - #325 
tweet details

@katsok @PaulWHankins I really, I mean really, want to try writing a book. Don't 
know if I'll attempt this summer, grad school comes 1st #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:37:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997773614850048 - #326 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @mtechman I have a great parent preso I just did. Just not sure who 
to contact to share it with. Any ideas? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:37:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997745257160704 - #327 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @mtechman: @RdngTeach @ProfessorNana that's a file tht 
should be elected to Congress ; ) #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:37:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997737388642304 - #328 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @WizardOzTeacher @RdngTeach Check w/ local/state 
NCTE/IRA affiliates, NWP sites, & nearby colleges to see if they need PD speakrs 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:36:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997690244669440 - #329 
tweet details

@clix @PaulWHankins *glare* #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:36:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997553325801472 - #330 
tweet details

@mtechman @RdngTeach @ProfessorNana that's a file tht should be elected to 
Congress ; ) #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:36:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997542634528769 - #331 
tweet details
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@FoodieBooklvr Summer PD for me is traveling. Reminds me that there's more to 
do, see, and learn than just my little corner or the world. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:36:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997519792353280 - #332 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Okay. 8:35PM EST. Here is another question/invitation. Let's talk 
about your WRITING plans for the summer. Super resources here. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:35:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997424480985089 - #333 
tweet details

@kinnick72 So true!!! RT @clix: @kinnick72 IMO tho GR makes it about 
conversation & therefore meaningful :) #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:35:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997419879833600 - #334 
tweet details

@infodivabronx @WizardOzTeacher No, but i read his Motivation book. #titleTalk 
It's very good. 
 
Mon May 30 00:35:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997414657925121 - #335 
tweet details

@clix @donalynbooks Intelliwhatcha? What's it do? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:35:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997365945282560 - #336 
tweet details

@malmartintx have sarah dessen in my TBR pile. want to know the secret to her 
writing success. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:35:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997363902644224 - #337 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @Cathy_Blackler: @donalynbooks time to decompress, whether it 
be thru rdg or puttering is essential to our well being, IMHO #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:35:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997353475612672 - #338 
tweet details

@mtechman @RdngTeach what about presenting to parents, book groups, college 
summer school classes? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:35:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997305018810368 - #339 
tweet details

@mtechman @RdngTeach what about presenting to parents, book groups, college 
summer school classes? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:35:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997305018810368 - #340 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @BookGirlStacey #titletalk I hv that book too! Would b great to 
share ideas. :) 
 
Mon May 30 00:35:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997226698588160 - #341 
tweet details

@carwilc STANDARDS & ASSESSMENT: CORE OF QUALITY INSTRUCTION. 
Chapter 7- Assessment for Literacy Learning by Laura Benson will be terrific 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:35:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997210181402625 - #342 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I received an Intelliscanner. I going to test drive it and see if I can 
use it in my classroom. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:34:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997191105712128 - #343 
tweet details

@malmartintx as a literacy coach going to read the speed of trust by covey. trust is 
so important in my job. #titletalk 
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Mon May 30 00:34:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997191437070339 - #344 
tweet details

@nancyremmert @Polking appalled by what? i haven't read. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:34:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997162496372736 - #345 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @lyssareads Oooh! Lucky! You will love TC. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:34:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997140925059072 - #346 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @RdngTeach Here's an example: my mentor at IUS has to be out 
of town Wednesday. I am hosting her YA Lit Class. Impromptu PD. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:34:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997126907691008 - #347 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher RT @RdngTeach: So what advice do u have for someone who 
would love to present more esp in summer but has district that has no PD? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:34:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997090924756992 - #348 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @RdngTeach Whole New Mind is a FANTASTIC book! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:34:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997087716118528 - #349 
tweet details

@teacher6th RT @naveltwins: Makes me wnt 2 B 6th grade again -Sharing yr 
adventures w/ my 6th graders makes U an honorary 6th grader :D #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:34:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997082750066688 - #350 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @ProfessorNana Ooooo... that's a file I'd love to see! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:34:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997060008558592 - #351 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @jjmangler Is ours blocked now??? I've been on it at school before... 
hmm... #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:34:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997060243435521 - #352 
tweet details

@InfoWitch @JudyArzt I use GoodReads w/students; some use only for yr-long 
project, many bcome dedicated users. Can set profiles to private. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:34:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997053436084225 - #353 
tweet details

@clix @JJMangler as another perspective, have you read Everything Bad Is Good 
For You? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:34:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997054144921600 - #354 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I'm cleaning out my classroom library. Have to pack up every book 
for carpet-cleaning. Might as well examine all of the books. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:34:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74997049199824896 - #355 
tweet details

@lyssareads I am attending Teachers College at Columbia (soooo excited!,) and 
doing some pleasure reading! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:34:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996993520435200 - #356 
tweet details

@mtechman @JudyArzt I've used Edmodo and a wiki for book discussion 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:34:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996976910999552 - #357 
tweet details
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@clix @kinnick72 IMO tho GR makes it about conversation & therefore 
meaningful :) #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:33:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996932635934720 - #358 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @WizardOzTeacher Whole New Mind is a great book. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:33:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996916508823552 - #359 
tweet details

@Polking I read Teach Like A Champion...liked some points, appalled by others. 
More geared toward elementary school. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:33:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996901757456385 - #360 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Use Twitter for what I call "flash-flood forums." Never know when 
that super thread's going to manifest. I'm always surprised. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:33:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996883046674432 - #361 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @judyarzt Not sure. I like the idea of the kids having their own PLN, if 
you will. Guess that's why GoodReads appeals. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:33:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996875748581378 - #362 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks Same here. I spend a huge percentage of my time at the 
pool reading while my boys swim. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:33:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996856102457344 - #363 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk my PD goal: gather together all the anti-test stuff in one 
file 
 
Mon May 30 00:33:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996844312272896 - #364 
tweet details

@clix YES RT @kinnick72: @clix Me too! Plus, I don't want it to be a technology 
"bells & whistles" thing. I want it to be meaningful! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:33:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996791522766849 - #365 
tweet details

@RdngTeach So, what advice do y'all have for someone who would love to present 
more esp in summer, but has district that has no PD? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:33:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996787924045824 - #366 
tweet details

@JJMangler One great PD opportunity for me this summer: #sschat's book club. 
First up: "Amusing Ourselves to Death." Gonna be fun! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:33:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996783834611712 - #367 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher Has anyone read Daniel Pink - A Whole New Mind? I have an 
overwhelming number of left hand students... #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:33:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996772623233024 - #368 
tweet details

@malmartintx reading lots of YA/kid lit informs us just as much as PD sometimes. 
<3 putting book in kid's hands & watching them fall in love. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:33:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996772996530176 - #369 
tweet details

@Komos72 @mooredcm I'm with ya on that one! LOTS of reading for me. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:33:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996707594731521 - #370 
tweet details
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@BookGirlStacey #titletalk I read Put Thinking to the Test in April. Want to go back 
and reread slower this time. 
 
Mon May 30 00:32:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996679111229440 - #371 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @donalynbooks time to decompress, whether it be thru reading 
or puttering is essential to our well being, IMHO #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:32:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996671326597120 - #372 
tweet details

@clix @JudyArzt @kinnick72 not sure what you mean by comparable... why not just 
use GR? there's also Shelfari, v similar. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:32:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996665089671168 - #373 
tweet details

@ALShealy @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins summer affords time to think, 
process, & make it better. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:32:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996648270503937 - #374 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @clix Me too! Plus, I don't want it to be a technology "bells & whistles" 
thing. I want it to be meaningful! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:32:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996603626336256 - #375 
tweet details

@mindi_r @JudyArzt our new online catalog, DestinyQuest has GR-like features for 
kids. Pretty cool, actually #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:32:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996585813118976 - #376 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @thereadingzone #titletalk I get out 6/22 know how u feel! 
 
Mon May 30 00:32:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996481756639232 - #377 
tweet details

@carwilc Another fun PD experience @MLHahn coming to Colorado in June. Can't 
wait to see her, talk books and teaching! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:32:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996477960794112 - #378 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @donalynbooks Me, too! I need down time to process things (kind of 
like kids in our classrooms! ) I also need time w/my boys. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:31:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996427696259072 - #379 
tweet details

@mooredcm #TitleTalk PD for me is lots and lots of professional reading!! :) 
 
Mon May 30 00:31:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996408985468928 - #380 
tweet details

@JudyArzt @kinnick72 @clix Are there comparable sites to Goodreads to 
implement with students, maybe across schools? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:31:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996396616450048 - #381 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva @donalynbooks I am taking a couple of photography classes at a 
local branch of com. college for myself. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:31:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996364743950337 - #382 
tweet details

@clix @ALShealy Have you read Why Gender Matters? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:31:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996359828221952 - #383 
tweet details
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@JJMangler @kinnick72 Yeah, I was kinda counting on it for the PD plan. That 
mean's they've GOT to unblock it, right? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996328261881856 - #384 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @ALShealy Are you enjoying Odd Girl Out? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:31:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996277233975297 - #385 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Can I borrow your Teach Like a Champion? 
Notice how I asked here. It's a supplication thing. You have to say yes. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:31:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996270934138880 - #386 
tweet details

@clix @kinnick72 I like GR a lot. I really really wish there was a way to just 
AUTOMATICALLY LOG books from lib. I'm lazy ;D #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:31:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996263724138496 - #387 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher @BookGirlStacey My district is exploring it this summer too. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:31:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996195294056449 - #388 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @frankisibberson #titletalk do share what u learn. I hv an iPad 
too. 
 
Mon May 30 00:30:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996169574592512 - #389 
tweet details

@ALShealy @PaulWHankins I teach in a single gender program; Im reading Odd 
Girl Out. Looking to find the kernels of what makes girls tick. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:30:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996106752294912 - #390 
tweet details

@mooredcm #TitleTalk PD in my district is unlimited. This year it was 12 required 
hours but teachers are encouraged to take more 
 
Mon May 30 00:30:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996099047366656 - #391 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I admit that I spend a lot of my summer reading and puttering 
when I'm not presenting somewhere. Still improves my teaching! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:30:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74996093959667712 - #392 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins You might not be able to employ/enjoy #fancyphone 
conversations with @donalynbooks or me, but you could follow #TitleTalk 
participants! 
 
Mon May 30 00:30:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995985956343809 - #393 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @jjmangler We're a good begging team! #titletalk Also, it would be a 
great way to log stuff for our PD plan, potentially... 
 
Mon May 30 00:30:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995978192683009 - #394 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @WizardOzTeacher Really??? OMG. How ridiculous! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:30:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995974338117632 - #395 
tweet details

@clix Here's me on GR btw: http://www.goodreads.com/user/show/85271-clickety 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:30:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995968155725825 - #396 
tweet details
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@thereadingzone @geceosan Oh, I want to take Bard's workshop sometime! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:29:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995936304181248 - #397 
tweet details

@CBethM @alybee930 Your school is so lucky to have an administrator so willing 
to do this. :-) #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:29:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995902254817280 - #398 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Important to consider it PD if you are working on other parts of 
your life besides teaching. PD= personal development. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:29:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995880066945024 - #399 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey #titletalk has anybody tried any of the Scholastic U stuff? My 
district wants us to explore it this summer. 
 
Mon May 30 00:29:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995856184586240 - #400 
tweet details

@KateMessner Wow...I was late to the chat & am just catching up, but thank you 
for the nice things you said about REAL REVISION! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:29:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995859540029440 - #401 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher @RdngTeach @PaulWHankins I was denied PD b/c I took a 
maternity leave (how dare I!) that's when I discovered twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:29:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995837691899904 - #402 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @frankisibberson I'm hoping 4 an Ipad 4 my bday! I'm hearing abt 
all the great education apps on it. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:29:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995830104399872 - #403 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @carwilc love that you're expanding yourself in other ways as well; 
this is the time I focus on knitting :) #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:29:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995792024317952 - #404 
tweet details

@infodivabronx My principal raves about it> RT @donalynbooks: Has anyone read 
Teach Like a Champion? Several friends recommend it? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:29:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995784378089473 - #405 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @donalynbooks We were all given a copy last week (SIL 
members in our District) #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:29:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995787993591808 - #406 
tweet details

@thereadingzone MTN is all over the US now, and Canada. Great cross-curricular 
stuff. List of workshop locations: http://bit.ly/m6KnJH #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:29:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995776807387136 - #407 
tweet details

@eductwitt @donalynbooks Want to refine and improve the bare bones Reader's 
Wkshop I started this year. Reading Conferring. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:29:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995753260564481 - #408 
tweet details

@nancyremmert @donalynbooks summer book study choice for our elem 
school#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:29:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995741088690176 - #409 
tweet details
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@utalaniz #titletalk: @donalynbooks: I take part in summer PD because there's so 
much to learn. To be a good teacher, I have to be a learner first. 
 
Mon May 30 00:29:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995728929390592 - #410 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @carwilc #titletalk hv u been? Looks terrific! 
 
Mon May 30 00:29:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995689721040896 - #411 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @BookGirlStacey I agree. Ppl ask when do you start thinking 
about next year? Many times it is after first day of THIS year! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:28:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995601741332480 - #412 
tweet details

@teacher6th RT @katsok: @donalynbooks I do PD in the summer because I like to 
reflect on the year and work to improve in the next. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:28:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995590878085120 - #413 
tweet details

@JJMangler @PaulWHankins Someone blogged this year about how PD should 
stand for Personal Development also. Couldn't agree more! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:28:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995583441571841 - #414 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @PaulWHankins I was told I took too many PD days. had to cancel 
some. But I paid for everything myself. Grrrrrr #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:28:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995580694310912 - #415 
tweet details

@mindi_r @donalynbooks In my TBR pile, too. Perhaps we should read & discuss? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:28:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995568044281856 - #416 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @clix I've just started using goodreads myself... used to use weRead 
on Facebook. I need to play around with it this summer. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:28:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995569696845824 - #417 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords #titletalk I reading How People Learn for a grad class 
 
Mon May 30 00:28:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995509491798016 - #418 
tweet details

@carwilc Other PD for me- work on my Spanish. Take an art class. Play with my 
camera. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:28:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995459915137024 - #419 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Has anyone read Teach Like a Champion? I have it in my TBR 
pile. Several friends recommend it? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:28:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995445130199040 - #420 
tweet details

@thereadingzone http://bit.ly/k8om9N link for Monarch Teacher Network. Best PD I 
have ever done. :) It even earned me a fellowship to Mexico #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:28:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995441112068096 - #421 
tweet details

@CBethM @thereadingzone Renewal is a big piece of summer PD. Gets me 
excited & reenergized for new year. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:28:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995443263733760 - #422 
tweet details
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@kinnick72 @clix I want it to take the place of written reading logs, but I want to 
make sure it has all the info and isn't more work. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:27:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995362879901697 - #423 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Ran out of PD. Asked principal if I could use a personal day. 
Response: "If that's how you want to spend it." PD should=personal. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:27:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995330789289984 - #424 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @alybee930 @donalynbooks I agree (PD is for me ) - measure a 
good teacher by perpetual professional development #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:27:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995304612626432 - #425 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher RT@JJMangler: Teachers who pursue PD on own time are 
lifelong learners who just cant fathom not taking opportunity to learn. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:27:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995286740709376 - #426 
tweet details

@mooredcm #titletalk Personal PD is what keeps Creative Fires Flowing! 
 
Mon May 30 00:27:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995272970801152 - #427 
tweet details

@mtechman RT @WizardOzTeacher: I also do PD over the summer b/c it keeps 
me optimistic...no one to discourage me for encouraging change #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:27:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995258190086144 - #428 
tweet details

@JJMangler @KateMessner Agree that summer is PERFECT reflection time! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:27:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995259981053952 - #429 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey #titletalk one of the best things about teaching is the chance to 
rethink things for the next year! 
 
Mon May 30 00:27:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995250149597184 - #430 
tweet details

@clix Also - being better at teaching makes teaching more fun. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:27:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995234982985728 - #431 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @CBethM: @PaulWHankins I do PD over the summer got same 
reason I do it all year: to become better teacher. #titletalk <=or administrator 
 
Mon May 30 00:27:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995198857457664 - #432 
tweet details

@donalynbooks It is hard to implement new ideas or change courses in the middle 
of the school year. Summer gives me time to reflect and think! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:26:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995160152412160 - #433 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk How I mis summer vacation. I teach year round 
 
Mon May 30 00:26:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995150723629056 - #434 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher I also do PD over the summer b/c it keeps me optimistic...no 
one to discourage me for encouraging change #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:26:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995137247322113 - #435 
tweet details
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@carwilc University of New Hampshire- terrific one & two week summer institutes 
by people like Linda Rief, Tom Newkirk, Ralph Fletcher. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:26:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995138308472832 - #436 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @donalynbooks Thanks for taking out the apostrophe in the RT! 
Have 3 kids talking at me while I'm typing! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:26:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995083040133121 - #437 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey #titletalk I like to be able to read, reflect, and then read some 
more during the summer. 
 
Mon May 30 00:26:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995062248976384 - #438 
tweet details

@JJMangler @kinnick72 I'll beg right along with you on the Goodreads if you think 
it'll help :-) #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:26:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995055961718785 - #439 
tweet details

@clix RT @JJMangler: Teachers who pursue PD on own time are lifelong learners 
who just cant fathom not taking opportunity to learn. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:26:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74995048839782400 - #440 
tweet details

@kinnick72 Amen! RT @donalynbooks: PD is for me, not for my school or district. I 
need and want to learn how to improve my teaching. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:26:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994995525988352 - #441 
tweet details

@Komos72 Absolutely agree!@donalynbooks: PD is for me, not for my school or 
district. I need and want to learn how to improve my teaching. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:26:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994985761644544 - #442 
tweet details

@clix @kinnick72 ooo, interesting - what do you mean by that? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:26:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994981353435136 - #443 
tweet details

@leakelley @PaulWHankins I did Bread Loaf for my MA my first 5 years teaching, 
so it's my habit. Can't imagine NOT learning in summer. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:26:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994979017199616 - #444 
tweet details

@mindi_r @PaulWHankins Summer PD is a no-brainer for me. I love to learn! Also, 
it's good model for my kids summer = learn even more #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:26:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994968208490496 - #445 
tweet details

@frankisibberson Planning on learning some new ipad tools for reading and 
writing. Also want to play with color Nook. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:26:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994934507249664 - #446 
tweet details

@KateMessner Yes! RT @katsok I do PD in the summer because I like to reflect on 
the year and work to improve in the next. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:25:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994909731487744 - #447 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I feel renewed after helping lead the workshop every year. That's 
another reason I do PD during the summer #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:25:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994903221932032 - #448 
tweet details
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@JJMangler @PaulWHankins Teachers who pursue PD on own time are lifelong 
learners who just can't fathom not taking opportunity to learn. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:25:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994899174440960 - #449 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @RdngTeach: I do PD because I dont just have summers off 
as some charge. I'm a teacher & professional 12 mnths of the year #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:25:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994893273051136 - #450 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @donalynbooks: PD is for me, not for my school or district. I need 
and want to learn how to improve my teaching. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:25:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994833885900801 - #451 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @RdngTeach Preach on sister! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:25:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994828332634113 - #452 
tweet details

@kinnick72 I'm trying to figure out how to use it BEST. RT @clix: I'm BEGGING to 
get goodreads unblocked so that I can use it with students. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:25:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994821168766976 - #453 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins See? This is the part that I selfishly wanted to capture for tonight's 
#TitleTalk archive. Reasons are varied and all the while the same. 
 
Mon May 30 00:25:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994802621562881 - #454 
tweet details

@teacher6th RT @PaulHankins #titletalk so I can focus on what I will be loving in 
the school year- reading and sharing 
 
Mon May 30 00:25:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994796132962304 - #455 
tweet details

@feministteacher @PaulWHankins Reason to finish Fulbright project: expand 
global reach of my work on diversity, inclusion, and LGBT issues #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:25:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994784921587712 - #456 
tweet details

@Komos72 RT @RdngTeach: I do summer PD because it is a little slower pace for 
me and I have time to digest ideas. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:25:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994778089062400 - #457 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Oh, I also plan to teach PD this summer! I am a teacher leader 
every yr at the Monarch Teacher Network workshops #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:25:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994763438370816 - #458 
tweet details

@clix @FoodieBooklvr yeah, apparently it's "social networking." :P #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:25:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994760267468800 - #459 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @MWLibraryDiva I like PD in the summer so I can really 
devote my time to mastering new skills with time to practice & reflect. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:25:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994724867547137 - #460 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @PaulWHankins 4 me, it's a quiet, relaxed state of mind that I can 
b in 2 take in knowledge, reflect, & decide how 2 implement #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:25:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994708761419776 - #461 
tweet details
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@katsok @donalynbooks I do PD in the summer because I like to reflect on the 
year and work to improve in the next. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:24:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994662183682048 - #462 
tweet details

@RdngTeach I do PD also because I don't just have summer's off as some charge. 
I am a teacher and professional 12 mnths out of the year #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:24:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994660157833216 - #463 
tweet details

@mindi_r @leakelley Nice to know our adverts on Twitter & FB are paying off. Not a 
waste of my time! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:24:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994643158319105 - #464 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @paulwhankins Reason I PD in summer: Time to focus directly. In the 
year, I want my direct focus 2 be on my time with the kids. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:24:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994632169226240 - #465 
tweet details

@Komos72 @PaulWHankins Summer is my time to reflect and re-energize. Have 
more time to dedicate to reading and learning, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:24:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994598891626496 - #466 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @thereadingzone ITA. I always have to be learning or I go stir 
crazy. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:24:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994597155180544 - #467 
tweet details

@CBethM @PaulWHankins I do PD over the summer got same reason I do it all 
year: to become a better teacher. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:24:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994588942737408 - #468 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva @PaulWHankins I like PD in the summer so I can really devote 
my time to mastering new skills with time to practice and reflect. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:24:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994580700930048 - #469 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins can't imagine not learning and 
pushing myself - every summer I head into new or retry familiar waters #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:24:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994573478338560 - #470 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher RT @mtechman: @PaulWHankins learning keeps my 
enthusiasm alive, makes me better teacher, librarian #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:24:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994547972780032 - #471 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @mtechman: @PaulWHankins learning keeps my enthusiasm 
alive, makes me better teacher, librarian #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:24:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994544831246366 - #472 
tweet details

@debrobl @karenterlecky Awesome! Have fun! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:24:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994536430043137 - #473 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @debrobl: @PaulWHankins It's the rush that comes from 
learning all the time! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:24:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994525361278976 - #474 
tweet details
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@donalynbooks PD is for me, not for my school or district. I need and want to learn 
how to improve my teaching. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:24:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994513684344832 - #475 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey #titletalk I'm doing two STAAR trainings and some kind of 
technology training that I don't remember the name. And lots of reading! 
 
Mon May 30 00:24:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994514380595200 - #476 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @JJMangler: @PaulWHankins Too many ideas to explore 
fully during the school year. Summer=time to play, explore, think, dream. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:24:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994510165315584 - #477 
tweet details

@hale27storm I love planning and learning. It's my outlet #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:24:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994505270562816 - #478 
tweet details

@mindi_r @PaulWHankins I do PD during the summer because I have time to 
THINK and PROCESS what I've learned. Too busy other times #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:24:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994484043186176 - #479 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins It's a thinking beyond the obvious kind of question, yes? So many 
of our colleagues will not do PD this summer. Why do we? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:24:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994442892869633 - #480 
tweet details

@RdngTeach I do summer PD because it is a little slower pace for me and I have 
time to digest ideas. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:24:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994439017345024 - #481 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @PaulWHankins The same thing that makes me go on Saturday 
during school yr- don't like to be out of the classroom #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:24:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994431945752577 - #482 
tweet details

@JJMangler @PaulWHankins Too many ideas to explore fully during the school 
year. Summer=time to play, explore, think, dream. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:23:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994405156724737 - #483 
tweet details

@debrobl @PaulWHankins It's the rush that comes from learning all the time! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:23:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994406142377984 - #484 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @clix that stinks that Goodreads is blocked at your school! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:23:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994389830737920 - #485 
tweet details

@mtechman @PaulWHankins learning keeps my enthusiasm alive, makes me 
better teacher, librarian #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:23:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994376392179712 - #486 
tweet details

@nancyremmert So much to learn. I get caught up with the "work" during the year. 
summer is great to learn. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:23:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994371249971200 - #487 
tweet details
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@WizardOzTeacher @PaulWHankins Fresh ideas to help my students learn. New 
group of students each year, means me needing new fresh ideas each year #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:23:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994369572245504 - #488 
tweet details

@clix @PaulWHankins cuz when on my own time I'M in charge of the PD; I can pick 
something I know I need to work on, somethin helpful #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:23:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994341684330496 - #489 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @RdngTeach: How could I forget? EC NIng will host another 
summer webstitute- free PD for all!!! More info in the next few wks. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:23:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994323095162880 - #490 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @PaulWHankins I want to be a better teacher, and I need to 
keep learning. If I'm not learning something new, I am bored. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:23:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994311539863552 - #491 
tweet details

@leakelley @mindi_r @leakelley I spotted it on Twitter and signed right up. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:23:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994275305267200 - #492 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @PaulWHankins: Can I ask a question to the #TitleTalk 
participants? What makes you want to do PD in the summer on your time? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:23:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994245634768896 - #493 
tweet details

@RdngTeach How could I forget? EC NIng will host another summer webstitute- 
free PD for all!!! More info in the next few weeks. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:23:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994231130853376 - #494 
tweet details

@clix I'm BEGGING to get goodreads unblocked so that I can use it with students. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:22:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994167205478401 - #495 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I notice that many of us plan to go back into ideas/tools we've 
already tried to finesse/ explore them. #reflectivepractice #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:22:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994112914407424 - #496 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins At 8:21PM EST, can I ask a question to the #TitleTalk 
participants? What makes you want to do PD in the summer. . .on your own time? 
 
Mon May 30 00:22:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994083986288640 - #497 
tweet details

@clix @karenterlecky I bet! congrats :D #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:22:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994055372746752 - #498 
tweet details

@CBethM @thereadingzone Me, too, on the Ning. Had great time with it previous 
year I used it. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:22:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74994019737931777 - #499 
tweet details

@infodivabronx @WizardOzTeacher Yes, twitter is the best PD! #titleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:22:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993956177453056 - #500 
tweet details

@katsok @RdngTeach @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins @mindi_r 
@frankisibberson Can't wait for #Allwrite. Loved seeing the schedule this wk. 
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#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:21:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993911713644544 - #501 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @debrobl thanks! Will be 5th grade, so same grade, different feel. 
REally excited! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:21:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993912028213248 - #502 
tweet details

@hale27storm Planning with other grade 6 teachers. Creating a Google Site and 
updating blogging guidelines #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:21:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993852498456576 - #503 
tweet details

@msstewart @kyteacher June 16-July 11 but in Philly for #EBC11 and 
#TedxphillyEd June 24-26 #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:21:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993854864044032 - #504 
tweet details

@mindi_r @leakelley Hey! I didn't know that! Steve hasn't given me my list of 
participants yet! Look forward to meeting you! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:21:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993825495531520 - #505 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks is right. If you know the kernel you are seeking, 
you can find it. I love Ralph Fletcher's newest title. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:21:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993793841102848 - #506 
tweet details

@JJMangler @WizardOzTeacher Agree w/ you on Twitter. Big part of my PD is 
going thru all great things I've added to Evernote bcuz of it! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:21:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993782646517760 - #507 
tweet details

@CBethM @donalynbooks I tried a bunch of tech stuff as I found it with students 
this year. Need to plan better for next year. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:21:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993760588677121 - #508 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @teacher6th Signed 25 kids up and am going 2 open the slots up when 
school starts. Think it will really appeal 2 my anime crowd. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:21:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993758810284033 - #509 
tweet details

@feministteacher @cb6luvs2read There's also Bard's Institute for Writing & 
Thinking. Great summer writing workshops http://www.bard.edu/iwt/ #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:21:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993734546239490 - #510 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @donalynbooks Yeah, our chaffeur :) @PaulWHankins @mindi_r 
@frankisibberson #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:21:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993719992008704 - #511 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @WizardOzTeacher I agree that Twitter is the best PD. I plan to 
investigate some of the links and sites I've tabbed this summer. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:21:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993679105929216 - #512 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @clix was very excited when the decision was made - 2 huge 
blocks of language arts a day!! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:20:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993671107387392 - #513 
tweet details
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@mooredcm #titletalk Used Promethean ActiveExpressions this year, Need to 
better integrate into reading lessons, Time to review Promethean lessons 
 
Mon May 30 00:20:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993657777893376 - #514 
tweet details

@mindi_r @CBethM Hard to be in two places at the same time, tho! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:20:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993592694878208 - #515 
tweet details

@katsok @mindi_r No kidding! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:20:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993576026714112 - #516 
tweet details

@jmalphy You're talented! RT @mindi_r: @katsok I'm trying to grade papers while 
participating in #titletalk. Challenging! 
 
Mon May 30 00:20:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993527381172224 - #517 
tweet details

@msstewart @donalynbooks thx. Will do. Also working on some curriculum 
development for school re: digital citizenship #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:20:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993509517627392 - #518 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @donalynbooks Oh, I plan to reread @writer's books this 
summer. :) Will add The Workshop Book, too! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:20:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993459697688576 - #519 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @RdngTeach @mindi_r I'm looking forward to seeing you both & 
@frankisibberson at #allwrite. Isn't someone else we know going? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:20:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993452793856000 - #520 
tweet details

@mindi_r @katsok I'm trying to grade papers while participating in #titletalk. 
Challenging! 
 
Mon May 30 00:20:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993445151834112 - #521 
tweet details

@debrobl @karenterlecky How awesome! What grade level? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:19:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993335806341120 - #522 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher Having 3 kids under 4 makes it hard to go to PD, but Twitter 
has been the best PD I have ever attended! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:19:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993305653493760 - #523 
tweet details

@teacher6th @kinnick72 yea! It looks fun #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:19:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993286758150144 - #524 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Here is the best thing about attending #TitleTalk (even before we 
leave): knowing I will be driving with two great minds for two hours. 
 
Mon May 30 00:19:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993246169874433 - #525 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @thereadingzone Good teaching is good teaching. I think YOU 
would be able to find the kernels. I prefer @writer's books for HS. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:19:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993206936342528 - #526 
tweet details

@Komos72 Reading a lot for my PD this summer and finding new ways to 
incorporate more technology into my 1st gr classroom. #titletalk 
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Mon May 30 00:19:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993193481027584 - #527 
tweet details

@clix @karenterlecky I've asked to teach just ELA - have fingers crossed! ^.^ 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:18:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993152825622528 - #528 
tweet details

@feministteacher @PaulWHankins More DAT Fulbright: Spoke at int'l conference 
on #bullying http://bit.ly/k4SCr6 & PD on LGBT inclusion to teachers #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:18:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993083321823232 - #529 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @teacher6th The one in June? I'll see you there!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:18:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993075629473792 - #530 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read Writing Workshop institute for more PD & am co-facilitating 
Reading Workshop & lang dvlp institutes @school site over summer #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:18:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74993036421120000 - #531 
tweet details

@karenterlecky Teaching language arts only next year - very focused to improve 
craft as a teacher, reader, writer, and learner in this area!! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:18:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992987536502784 - #532 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Me too! RT @CBethM: @katsok @PaulWHankins @mindi_r 
@TonyKeefer @frankisibberson @donalynbook Very jealous about Allwrite! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:18:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992985502253056 - #533 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @msstewart Oooh! That Harvard gig sounds exciting. Please 
share what you learn w/ all of us! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:18:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992947568979968 - #534 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Me, too! RT @mindi_r: Also looking forward to attending #AllWrite in 
June. Will be great PD, but also a social time for me. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:17:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992896163594240 - #535 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @donalynbooks Ooh! I want to read The Workshop Book. Would 
it apply to HS, do you think? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:17:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992875355648001 - #536 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @msstewart You amaze me, Meredith. I get to know you. It's 
unreal to me in this world. . .I get to know YOU. . .#TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:17:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992863770968065 - #537 
tweet details

@teacher6th #titletalk taking a comic in classroom wkshop in IA City- will use next 
year with students 
 
Mon May 30 00:17:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992793981943808 - #538 
tweet details

@CBethM @karenterlecky @katsok @PaulWHankins @mindi_r @TonyKeefer 
@frankisibberson @donalynbook Very jealous about Allwrite! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:17:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992791335337985 - #539 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads summer PD will be spent w/ @shannonmmiller- have many ideas 
for fall & will present @ multiple conferences during next school yr #titletalk 
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Mon May 30 00:17:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992779650019328 - #540 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @WizardOzTeacher The Workshop Book by Samantha Bennett is 
a great resource! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:17:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992743776133120 - #541 
tweet details

@leakelley @mindi_r @donalynbooks i'm attending the 1 week workshop that 
@mind_r is leading too. #Titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:17:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992690596556800 - #542 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I plan to incorporate a Ning next yr. Have a handful of stdnts beta 
testing now, but plan to lay it all out this summer. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:17:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992680567971840 - #543 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @PaulWHankins you're too kind. It's not desire, but ability after just 
having knee replaced - bad timing! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:16:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992666663849984 - #544 
tweet details

@msstewart @PaulWHankins I'll be at the Berkman Center at Harvard helping to 
develop resources for teachers based on Center's research #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:16:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992627115765760 - #545 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher @donalynbooks That's what I'm going to spend my summer 
doing as well. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:16:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992627740708864 - #546 
tweet details

@jmalphy @donalynbooks I love Edmodo and Animoto! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:16:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992623349268480 - #547 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler Need to find a good balance - PD books, CYRM Com reads, and 
Summer Read & Review #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:16:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992613467496448 - #548 
tweet details

@debrobl @katsok Good luck! That's a great way to do something useful for 
yourself and for your kids! I need to redo mine! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:16:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992579753676800 - #549 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read Several PD opportunities this summer. Brain/Mind Principles 
Institute in district #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:16:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992521469636608 - #550 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Implemented edmodo, animoto, prezi, and dropbox on the fly w/ 
my students this year. Need to back up & revisit the basics myself. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:16:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992505866821632 - #551 
tweet details

@CBethM @mindi_r You'll probably breeze thru both. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:16:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992444336377856 - #552 
tweet details

@jmalphy RT @WizardOzTeacher: Can anyone recommend any books on co-
teaching emphasizing reading/writing classroom? #titletalk 
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Mon May 30 00:16:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992440083357696 - #553 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher Can anyone recommend any books on co-teaching 
emphasizing reading/writing classroom? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:15:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992401143439360 - #554 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @karenterlecky Psst. Jump in the Expedition near Sellersburg. I 
will pick you up on 65 N at the exit. Not too late. Extra seat. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:15:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992334634369026 - #555 
tweet details

@katsok Trying to make dinner while participating in #Titletalk is tricky but worth it! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:15:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992324870025216 - #556 
tweet details

@kinnick72 A colleague (@JJMangler) of mine is spearheading a PD plan based 
on book studies for next year. I'm excited about helping. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:15:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992310601007104 - #557 
tweet details

@feministteacher @infodivabronx Do try again! You deserve it. #Cancer #titleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:15:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992278107721728 - #558 
tweet details

@MSMommyTonya I will be working on strengthening my own writing skills so that I 
can better teach my writing students. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:15:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992248428830720 - #559 
tweet details

@mtechman @donalynbooks if I can squeeze in #nwp UVA summer institute, I will! 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:15:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992230204579841 - #560 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly Going to Great Barrington for a few days with two friends, to talk, 
drink wine, start book. Friends will help shape proposal #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:15:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992207635038208 - #561 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana @carwilc yes, SHSU #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:14:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992076902760449 - #562 
tweet details

@jmalphy @MrSchuReads @shannonmmiller And it looks like you're going to be 
doing some great things, too! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:14:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992073283080192 - #563 
tweet details

@infodivabronx @feministteacher I've been awarded Fulbright twice but had to 
withdraw to care for family member. #Cancer Will try again. #titleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:14:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992053368528896 - #564 
tweet details

@carwilc @ProfessorNana Thanks. You are at Sam Houston, right? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:14:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74992031889498112 - #565 
tweet details

@mindi_r @donalynbooks I'm leading a one week workshop and also providing 
tech support for our summer institute. Wonder how I'll do both! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:14:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991978139484160 - #566 
tweet details
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@katsok For my own PD I'm focusing on creating my own writing units incorporating 
Calkins Units of Study/ K. Ray/ and Jeff Anderson. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:14:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991967817318400 - #567 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @mindi_r Agree that Small as an Elephant was great. Reminded 
me of Alabama Moon. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:14:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991920526536704 - #568 
tweet details

@utalaniz @donalynbooks: Yes! I am so excited about it. I will learn with some 
great teachers! #titletalk #nwp 
 
Mon May 30 00:13:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991905200549888 - #569 
tweet details

@mtechman @MWLibraryDiva 23 things was my 1st real experience w 2.0, never 
looked back! SLJ sponsored it #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:13:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991905871626240 - #570 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @katsok @PaulWHankins @mindi_r @TonyKeefer 
@frankisibberson @donalynbooks a little jealous about AllWrite - great lineup!! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:13:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991878944210944 - #571 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk Tweetdeck malfunctioning just in time for titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:13:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991853656748032 - #572 
tweet details

@mooredcm #titletalk Also would like to spend a good amount of time organizing 
LiveBinders for both reading and writing workshop 
 
Mon May 30 00:13:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991830055395328 - #573 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @PaulWHankins @Cathy_Blackler You're on. Really want to 
incorporate this next yr #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:13:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991796698103808 - #574 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks Haven't looked into NWP yet. Really want to but think it 
will have to wait until I'm done w/ grad school. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:13:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991749306662912 - #575 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana @carwilc think they can be audited thru university #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:13:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991720357568513 - #576 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads #titletalk I'm co-hosting a summer program with @shannonmmiller 
http://t.co/7IKbhjo 
 
Mon May 30 00:13:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991707875319808 - #577 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana @mindi_r at Judon U Lit Conference in mid June #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:13:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991671980462081 - #578 
tweet details

@jmalphy Read Art & Max to my elementary kids last week and they LOVED it! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:12:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991657375899649 - #579 
tweet details
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@RdngTeach @mtechman Sure! :) I'll be sure to post pictures and reflections and 
share my travels w/ y'all! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:12:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991653361946624 - #580 
tweet details

@mindi_r @debrobl @Coloreader Conferring is an amazing book. Helped me to 
refine and rethink my reading conferences #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:12:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991652435005441 - #581 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @mooredcm That sounds like a wonderful idea! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:12:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991584143360000 - #582 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @PaulWHankins @KateMessner thanks for the reminder- knew 
that before, but forgot w/ these good meds :) Can get started this week! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:12:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991537108422656 - #583 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @Cathy_Blackler Doing Literary Criticism=One of my favorites 
from EC Ning Book Group Discussions. Let's read it again together. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:12:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991455176900608 - #584 
tweet details

@mtechman @RdngTeach can I hide in yr suitcase for PD? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:12:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991449158057984 - #585 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Is anyone participating in a National Writing Project Summer 
Institute this summer? I think it's the best PD around! #nwp #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:12:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991430485020672 - #586 
tweet details

@leakelley Our local HS is hosting a 2-day writing PD after school gets out for all 
the MS, including private schools like mine. #Titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:11:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991396314030080 - #587 
tweet details

@feministteacher @PaulWHankins Here's my blog post on my DAT Fulbright in 
Mexico: http://bit.ly/agMKa2 Reflections on orientation and more #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:11:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991391813545984 - #588 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I would also like to do "23 things" online self paced tech class. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:11:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991388416163841 - #589 
tweet details

@katsok @RdngTeach Wow! Can't wait to talk to you about this at #Allwrite, what 
an excellent experience. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:11:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991377477419008 - #590 
tweet details

@mindi_r @ProfessorNana When will you be in my neck of the woods (Chicago)? 
Perhaps we can get together! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:11:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991380119822337 - #591 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @rdngteach Awesome! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:11:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991351455956992 - #592 
tweet details
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@frankisibberson I agree with @PaulWHankins --real revision by @katemessner is 
brilliant. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:11:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991354471645184 - #593 
tweet details

@carwilc @ProfessorNana Are any of your online classes ones that teachers could 
take? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:11:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991305792569344 - #594 
tweet details

@mooredcm #titletalk PD Want to take some books and pull apart to use excerpts 
in writing workshop mini lessons 
 
Mon May 30 00:11:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991296518959104 - #595 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @feministteacher Every teacher should apply: Distinguished 
Fulbright Award in Teaching for serious PD: http://bit.ly/il6FDV #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:11:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991283885711361 - #596 
tweet details

@debrobl @karenterlecky Thinking about reading Conferring this summer. What 
are your thoughts about it? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:11:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991234422292480 - #597 
tweet details

@katsok Need to finish @ColoReader's Conferring. Love it but grad school got in 
the way earlier. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:11:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991234950766592 - #598 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher I'm reading Fair Isn't Always Equal and rereading some of my 
Kelly Gallagher books. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:11:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991235403743232 - #599 
tweet details

@infodivabronx @jmalphy The Book Whisperer is awesome. #titleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:11:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991213752750080 - #600 
tweet details

@mtechman @PaulWHankins summer PD: Daily 5 videos, EdcampCville, 
betacamp w me and 10 students, TAH grnt trip to CO, reading up a storm #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:11:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991176155017216 - #601 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I am eagerly looking forward to reading @katemessner's new PD 
book, Real Revision: http://bit.ly/mk8tRV (free preview online) #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:10:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991156093652992 - #602 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @rdngteach Eek. You don't know what you're teaching next year? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:10:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991137189920769 - #603 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @katsok Will be studying at the University of Surrey and doing LOTS 
of sightseeing! I'm SO excited! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:10:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991087189635072 - #604 
tweet details

@katsok @PaulWHankins @mindi_r I'll be at #AllWrite. Can't wait. Still need a copy 
of your rider. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:10:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991051739373569 - #605 
tweet details
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@PaulWHankins @karenterlecky Little secret--@KateMessner's book is available 
for preview at Stenhouse. I am almost finished. Super PD resource! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:10:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991021792038912 - #606 
tweet details

@jmalphy Also going to be reading a couple boys about connecting boys and 
literature for PD reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:10:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74991003228053504 - #607 
tweet details

@feministteacher @PaulWHankins Every teacher should apply: Distinguished 
Fulbright Award in Teaching for serious PD: http://bit.ly/il6FDV #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:10:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990987558125568 - #608 
tweet details

@teacher6th I'm working on a new mandated reading program and make it work w/ 
MY teaching reading style- love finding loopholes :D #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:10:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990983443513345 - #609 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @TonyKeefer @ColoReader rereading Conferring will be my next 
read after Real Revision - patrick writes like he talks #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:10:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990934181412864 - #610 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk also doing some PD in Chicago and San Antonio plus 
teaching 4 classes online. 
 
Mon May 30 00:10:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990921829203968 - #611 
tweet details

@malmartintx @donalynbooks will be working on the "novel" i have been writing in 
my head forever now. maybe 1 day it'll be mentioned here. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:10:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990919463608321 - #612 
tweet details

@carwilc @TonyKeefer @ColoReader That's on the top of my stack too. And want 
to reread all of Don Graves. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:10:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990914413666305 - #613 
tweet details

@katsok @RdngTeach Wow! Where are you going in England. Cool experience! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:09:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990903403622400 - #614 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Waiting to see what job I might have next year which will impact what 
summer reading/othr plans I make. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:09:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990893903515648 - #615 
tweet details

@debrobl My PD plans include the reading and writing workshops at Teachers 
College. Looking forward to both! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:09:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990885233889281 - #616 
tweet details

@mindi_r AND teaching two PD workshops for my school district! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:09:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990853382356993 - #617 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @mindi_r if I remember correctly many of his ideas are relevant to all 
types of readers #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:09:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990811678384128 - #618 
tweet details
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@mindi_r I'm also leading the Ill. Writing Project 30 hour Teaching Reading 
workshop #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:09:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990785556262912 - #619 
tweet details

@RdngTeach PD- I'll be at #AllWrite in June and then 2 weeks in England for a 
study abroad re:writing and tech in the classroom #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:09:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990751087476736 - #620 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva My PD will include my district's Tech Camp a week devoted to all 
things tech in education. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:09:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990746884780032 - #621 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I'm also attending November Learning BLC again this year. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:09:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990738068344833 - #622 
tweet details

@frnlrwme #titletalk PD plans, taking 2 web courses on web literacy, working on 
district unit plans 
 
Mon May 30 00:09:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990722461335552 - #623 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Plan to reread Doing Literary 
Criticism and 2 K Gallagher titles #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:09:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990720896868352 - #624 
tweet details

@katsok I'm attending #allwrite in June and also a local tech conference in June as 
well. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:09:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990690723053568 - #625 
tweet details

@jmalphy @donalynbooks The Book Whisperer is on my TBR list for the summer. 
Just got it via Amazon last week! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:08:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990608091058176 - #626 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @mindi_r is talking about #AllWrite, an event we're attending 
together in Warsaw, IN--middle of June. Who else is attending? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:08:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990607680012289 - #627 
tweet details

@thereadingzone My PD plans include reading @kmessner's revision book, and 
some others I haven't gotten to read during school! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:08:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990588155531264 - #628 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk @TonyKeefer No, I haven't. I work w/ gifted kids and striving 
readers, so I'm very interested in what allington says #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:08:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990566353539073 - #629 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I'm looking forward to attending (not speaking) at the #AllWrite 
conference at the end of June. I'm speaking there next summer:) #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:08:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990557319012352 - #630 
tweet details

@feministteacher @PaulWHankins As far as PD, I'm going to be finishing my 
Fulbright research on LGBT youth in Mexico City; presenting @UNAM_MX 
#TitleTalk 
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Mon May 30 00:08:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990513719218177 - #631 
tweet details

@katsok PD plans - reading Focus and Results Now by Schmoker for grad school. 
Real Revision by @KateMessner as soon as it comes out. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:08:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990497235603456 - #632 
tweet details

@thereadingzone My plans for this summer (after we get back from a week in 
Ireland!) include a lot of reading and Camp Nanowrimo #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:08:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990477799202816 - #633 
tweet details

@alybee930 I am going to an administrators' PD at UCLA the week after school 
gets out #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:08:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990478545780736 - #634 
tweet details

@AshleyJTynes * Book today: The Billionaire's Curse R. Newsome fun adventure 
book & sequel will be read tomorrow #titletalk xx 
 
Mon May 30 00:08:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990445624696832 - #635 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @donalynbooks I wish I could attend your #titletalk but I'm hosting 
a Memorial Day party. 
 
Mon May 30 00:08:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990444660015104 - #636 
tweet details

@malmartintx @donalynbooks i am teaching PD on planning for word work during 
guidede reading. i'm a literacy coach in clear creek isd. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:08:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990435868745728 - #637 
tweet details

@jmalphy Great to hear! I'm waiting for school to get out to read them. RT 
@Komos72: @jmalphy My 1st graders love Frankie Pickle! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:07:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990400020037632 - #638 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I am speaking at a several conferences this summer and working 
on my new book, which I have not spent enough time on this year. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:07:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990376070557696 - #639 
tweet details

@karenterlecky My first professional read this summer will be @KateMessner 's 
book on revision #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:07:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990366612389888 - #640 
tweet details

@frnlrwme Finishing up The Red Pyramid on audible, have Throne of Fire & 
Theodore Boone ready to download #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:07:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990369149952000 - #641 
tweet details

@debrobl I need to investigate some graphic novels. Baby Mouse, Frankie Pickle, 
Squish all look good. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:07:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990361579241472 - #642 
tweet details

@clix @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks The EC Ning is a great site to visit for PD! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:07:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990350300745728 - #643 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins So, let's hear about our #TitleTalk participants' PD plans for this 
summer. These can be offered by a district or personal. Please share. 
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Mon May 30 00:07:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990346534264832 - #644 
tweet details

@alybee930 @thereadingzone We get out on the 21st as well. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:07:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990326070263808 - #645 
tweet details

@frankisibberson Me too! RT @mindi_r: Also looking forward to attending 
#AllWrite in June. Will be great PD, but also a social time for me. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:07:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990322236657664 - #646 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk Going to ALA in NOLA is one of my PD plans. 
 
Mon May 30 00:07:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990318000422912 - #647 
tweet details

@nancyremmert @mindi_r thinking about using the same book for our book study 
this summer #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:07:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990291161071616 - #648 
tweet details

@jmalphy The 39 Clues series is AWESOME! Read that with my MS Book Club last 
year! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:07:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990254016311296 - #649 
tweet details

@Komos72 @jmalphy My 1st graders love Frankie Pickle! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:07:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990255740170240 - #650 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @donalynbooks I'm on day 3 of #bookaday. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:07:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990209632182272 - #651 
tweet details

@mindi_r Also looking forward to attending #AllWrite in June. Will be great PD, but 
also a social time for me. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:07:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990186467033088 - #652 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I don't get out of school until June 21st! So jealous of everyone 
who already started #bookaday #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:07:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990177415729152 - #653 
tweet details

@clix More info on #bookaday? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:07:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990163209621504 - #654 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher @jmalphy That's what my co-workers say, but I love dystopian 
literature. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:06:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990121472102400 - #655 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Let's start w/ Professional Development plans. I'd 
love to hear these. Reading comes naturally with the flow of #TitleTalk. 
 
Mon May 30 00:06:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990114857689088 - #656 
tweet details

@feministteacher @debrobl Does #titletalk start now? 
 
Mon May 30 00:06:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990099120660482 - #657 
tweet details
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@clix @donalynbooks I plan to read. A LOT. ;) Currently have 23 books out from 
the public library & 8 more hold requests. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:06:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990093215080450 - #658 
tweet details

@frnlrwme Brought home The 39 Clues #4-8 audiobooks to drive around to 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:06:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990083798863872 - #659 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @mindi_r that's a great book, have you read it before? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:06:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990075099877376 - #660 
tweet details

@debrobl @WizardOzTeacher Summer is a great time for The Hunger Games 
series! Loved all of them! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:06:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74990050395422720 - #661 
tweet details

@jmalphy I loved doing #bookaday last summer and over Christmas break! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:06:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989965183942656 - #662 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @donalynbooks already started #bookaday and I am excited nearly 
finished w/ Kane Chronicles 2 #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:06:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989960507305984 - #663 
tweet details

@mindi_r My first PD book of the summer will be Allington's What Really Matters 
For Struggling Readers for a study group i'm in #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:06:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989950210277376 - #664 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: Our topics tonight: What are YOUR summer 
reading, writing, and PD plans? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:06:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989921655468032 - #665 
tweet details

@clix RT @donalynbooks: Our topics tonight: What are YOUR summer reading, 
writing, and PD plans? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:06:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989913010999296 - #666 
tweet details

@jmalphy @WizardOzTeacher I have tried and tried and they just don't interest me, 
no matter how many great reviews my students give them! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:05:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989831775731712 - #667 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Our topics tonight: What are YOUR summer reading, writing, and 
PD plans? #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:05:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989816776900608 - #668 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I like @malmartintx's tweet about reading with a purpose here. 
Preparing to #TitleTalk with students next fall gets a Huzzah from Hankins! 
 
Mon May 30 00:05:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989802587561985 - #669 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I hope you will join us for #bookaday-- a great way to catch up on 
books we have around the house & connect w/ other readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:05:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989719984934912 - #670 
tweet details
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@karenterlecky @donalynbooks can't wait for #bookaday - truthfully, I already 
started it :) #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:05:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989704696696835 - #671 
tweet details

@frnlrwme Starting off this summer with 10th Anniversary by James Patterson. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:05:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989672954216448 - #672 
tweet details

@alybee930 Will be hoping in and out during #titletalk I have food on the stove 
cooking. 
 
Mon May 30 00:05:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989664402026497 - #673 
tweet details

@jmalphy I can't get into them! RT @WizardOzTeacher: I'm starting Mockingjay, 
book 3 of the Hunger Games series....I can't put it down. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:05:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989660585205760 - #674 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Summer is approaching (some of us already on break). 
@donalynbooks and I thought it would be a good idea to talk about planning. 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:04:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989522814902272 - #675 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher I'm starting Mockingjay, book 3 of the Hunger Games series....I 
can't put it down. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:04:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989491282132992 - #676 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer will be in and out of #titletalk tonight, working on a late dinner 
 
Mon May 30 00:04:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989478464335872 - #677 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I am announcing the official launch of my 3rd annual #bookaday 
event on my blog tomorrow. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:04:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989475771596800 - #678 
tweet details

@jmalphy I have a BUNCH of books to be read this summer! Volunteered to read & 
create Battle of the Books questions for #WEMTA, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:04:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989469333331969 - #679 
tweet details

@frnlrwme Going to eat Graham's ice cream during #titletalk. 
 
Mon May 30 00:03:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989379977879552 - #680 
tweet details

@malmartintx planning to read the first in lots of series books this summer so i am 
equipped to recommend them next year. #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:03:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989349657264128 - #681 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Welcome to our monthly chat dedicated to teaching reading & 
sharing book titles. My co-host is the incomparable @paulwhankins #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:03:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989341616766976 - #682 
tweet details

@teacher6th Book today: The Billionaire's Curse R. Newsome fun adventure book 
& sequel will be read tomorrow #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:03:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989259202895872 - #683 
tweet details
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@PaulWHankins So, here we are, #TitleTalk. Tweets for the next hour will be as a 
part of this thread. If you want my attention, use the hashtag, friends. 
 
Mon May 30 00:03:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989262147297280 - #684 
tweet details

@jmalphy Just got some Frankie Pickle books this week and can't wait to start 
reading those! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:03:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989245009375233 - #685 
tweet details

@literacydocent Missing #titletalk to spend time with my husband. He doesn't 
realize the sacrifice I'm making!!! 
 
Mon May 30 00:03:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989215124951040 - #686 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @mindi_r I just read it yesterday - loved it!! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:02:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989119138312192 - #687 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr Excited for #titletalk! 
 
Mon May 30 00:02:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74989073483300864 - #688 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Happy Memorial Day, #TitleTalk friends. It was MY idea to have 
this on the last Sunday of the month so we could have these moments together. 
 
Mon May 30 00:02:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74988946660134912 - #689 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Working on a blog post about my #BEA11 adventures, trying to 
get back into the blogging swing #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:01:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74988887742742528 - #690 
tweet details

@clix Hello #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:01:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74988838761676800 - #691 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk I'm not even out of school yet, and I've started #bookaday. Read 
Small as an Elephant this week... put it on your list! 
 
Mon May 30 00:01:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74988821837660160 - #692 
tweet details

@thereadingzone here! yay! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:01:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74988781836570624 - #693 
tweet details

@infodivabronx #TitleTalk here I come 
 
Mon May 30 00:01:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74988724106170369 - #694 
tweet details

@teacher6th #titletalk Yea! 
 
Mon May 30 00:01:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74988687171137536 - #695 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Using Tweet Chat to follow our chat tonight. Cuts out distractions 
and helps me keep up! #titletalk 
 
Mon May 30 00:00:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74988639452536833 - #696 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Oooh. Almost missed the beginning of #TitleTalk. See? I was 
checking the latest on EC Ning, which should be on your PD radar this summer. 
 
Mon May 30 00:00:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74988579083923456 - #697 
tweet details
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@donalynbooks Squealing into the driveway from a friend's birthday party. Just in 
time for #titletalk! #titletalk 
 
Sun May 29 23:59:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74988379837702144 - #698 
tweet details

@jmalphy #titletalk time! 
 
Sun May 29 23:58:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74988120344510464 - #699 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana almost time for #titletalk 
 
Sun May 29 23:57:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74987757864361984 - #700 
tweet details

@mauilibrarian2 New post »SEABURY READS: What was your favorite book as a 
child?« http://bit.ly/jfa9go #titletalk #kidlit #edtech #parents #TLChat #HASL11 
 
Sun May 29 23:49:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74985783320260608 - #701 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @Cathy_Blackler Since I cannot move during #TitleTalk (in order 
to keep up with audience), I am trying the P-Pad (borrowed from the dog). 
 
Sun May 29 23:48:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74985478524370944 - #702 
tweet details

@clix @KimMcCollum @PaulWHankins or surf @goodreads! :D #titletalk 
 
Sun May 29 23:47:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74985301239529472 - #703 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @PaulWHankins first #titletalk using the iPad. I hope I can keep 
up! 
 
Sun May 29 23:47:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74985155143544832 - #704 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @clix: Counting down the minutes to #titletalk 
 
Sun May 29 23:46:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74985053289066497 - #705 
tweet details

@KimMcCollum RT @PaulWHankins: Fifteen minutes until tonight's #TitleTalk. 
Just enough time to get a snack, find a quiet corner, or finish that chapt ... 
 
Sun May 29 23:44:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74984406145708032 - #706 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Fifteen minutes until tonight's #TitleTalk. Just enough time to get 
a snack, find a quiet corner, or finish that chapter before the chat. 
 
Sun May 29 23:43:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74984343696715776 - #707 
tweet details

@KimMcCollum RT @clix: Counting down the minutes to #titletalk 
 
Sun May 29 23:41:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74983858319278080 - #708 
tweet details

@clix Counting down the minutes to #titletalk 
 
Sun May 29 23:32:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74981587879604226 - #709 
tweet details

@infodivabronx RT @Carrie_Garrison: RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins 
and me for #titletalk tonight at 8 pm EST. Let's discuss summer reading, writi ... 
 
Sun May 29 23:28:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74980482248478720 - #710 
tweet details

@infodivabronx RT @kelleemoye: RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk tonight! Be there 
or be square. 
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Sun May 29 23:28:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74980425843474432 - #711 
tweet details

@kelleemoye RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk tonight! Be there or be square. 
 
Sun May 29 23:25:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74979790930714624 - #712 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk tonight! Be there or be square. 
#showingmyadvancedage 
 
Sun May 29 22:31:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74966192900669440 - #713 
tweet details

@kinnick72 Anyone using goodreads w/ their students? Need tips on how 2 get 
them started & how 2 monitor. #titletalk #engchat #edchat #yalitchat #fcsd 
 
Sun May 29 20:07:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74929923357294592 - #714 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins and me for #titletalk 
tonight at 8 pm EST. Let's discuss summer reading, writing, & PD plans! 
 
Sun May 29 20:07:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74929832085041152 - #715 
tweet details

@dogtrax RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins and me for #titletalk tonight at 
8 pm EST. Let's discuss summer reading, writing, & PD plans! 
 
Sun May 29 17:32:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74890941139390464 - #716 
tweet details

@bulldogsread RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins and me for #titletalk 
tonight at 8 pm EST. Let's discuss summer reading, writing, & PD plans! 
 
Sun May 29 16:11:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74870470087950336 - #717 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins and me for #titletalk tonight 
at 8 pm EST. Let's discuss summer reading, writing, & PD plans! 
 
Sun May 29 16:09:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74869921825308672 - #718 
tweet details

@cybraryman1 Sunday Chats: #gtie #ageduchat #blogchat #titletalk #ecosys My 
Ed Chats page: http://bit.ly/drYysm 
 
Sun May 29 16:04:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74868697176604673 - #719 
tweet details

@Carrie_Garrison RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins and me for #titletalk 
tonight at 8 pm EST. Let's discuss summer reading, writing, & PD plans! 
 
Sun May 29 15:59:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74867412473876480 - #720 
tweet details

@hale27storm RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins and me for #titletalk 
tonight at 8 pm EST. Let's discuss summer reading, writing, & PD plans! 
 
Sun May 29 15:44:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74863770043809794 - #721 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Thanks for putting out a tweet for #TitleTalk 
tonight. I've been gardening. Or what I like to call "procrasti-vegetation." 
 
Sun May 29 15:25:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74858868013940736 - #722 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins and me for #titletalk 
tonight at 8 pm EST. Let's discuss summer reading, writing, & PD plans! 
 
Sun May 29 15:24:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74858681098977280 - #723 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins and me for #titletalk 
tonight at 8 pm EST. Let's discuss summer reading, writing, & PD plans! 
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Sun May 29 15:24:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74858681098977280 - #724 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins and me for #titletalk 
tonight at 8 pm EST. Let's discuss summer reading, writing, & PD plans! 
 
Sun May 29 15:22:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74858098480775168 - #725 
tweet details

@alansitomer RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins and me for #titletalk 
tonight at 8 pm EST. Let's discuss summer reading, writing, & PD plans! 
 
Sun May 29 15:17:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74856927846346753 - #726 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins and me for #titletalk tonight 
at 8 pm EST. Let's discuss summer reading, writing, & PD plans! 
 
Sun May 29 15:16:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74856757142364160 - #727 
tweet details

@mindi_r RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins and me for #titletalk tonight at 
8 pm EST. Let's discuss summer reading, writing, & PD plans! 
 
Sun May 29 15:14:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74856236310466560 - #728 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Join @PaulWHankins and me for #titletalk tonight at 8 pm EST. 
Let's discuss summer reading, writing, & PD plans! 
 
Sun May 29 15:12:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74855745472040961 - #729 
tweet details

@katsok @TonyKeefer @PaulWHankins Danger - your book bill will be extremely 
high after reading Paul's tweets or participating in #titletalk tmrw! 
 
Sun May 29 03:27:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74678115946872832 - #730 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @katsok getting ready for #titletalk ... Working on my list for summer 
PD reading. Thinking about rereading all of @PaulWHankins tweets 
 
Sun May 29 01:34:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74649827048300544 - #731 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @erniec: Join @PaulWHankins & @donalynbooks for #titletalk 
Sunday 8 pm EST. Topics: Summer reading, writing, & PD plans, &... http:// ... 
 
Sat May 28 17:17:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74524818552274944 - #732 
tweet details

@CBethM RT @erniec: Join @PaulWHankins & @donalynbooks for #titletalk 
Sunday 8 pm EST. Topics: Summer reading, writing, & PD plans, &... http:// ... 
 
Sat May 28 17:11:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74523324608294912 - #733 
tweet details

@erniec Join @PaulWHankins & @donalynbooks for #titletalk Sunday 8 pm EST. 
Topics: Summer reading, writing, & PD plans, &... http://fb.me/BYNEgo0C 
 
Sat May 28 17:05:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 74521605593776128 - #734 
tweet details
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